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THE AMAZING LITTLE MIXER

OR ANY INPUT TO YOUR MONITORS! with virtually any digital source gear you have.
The new ALM-12d console from Auditronics It can run your source machines too-up to eight
combines the benefits
console-all into one
cost effective package.
It's got everything you
need: twelve faders plus
two caller faders, four
mic pre -amps and of
course control room and
studio monitoring, built-in
cue and headphone am-
plifiers, and a concealed
headphone jack.

It's got the high end
features too, like bright
LED dot matrix source
displays above faders
and monitor pots, and 24
bit A>D and D>A ins and

of a router and a of them-all

Digital so easy you don't install It-you CONNECT it'

outs. Its AES digital
inputs have sample rate convertors so it works

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.com
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA. 28562

opto-isolated. It even has DSP
digital metering that si-
multaneously displays
VU columns and peak
hold full scale digital so
you can be assured of
pristine performance. It
has powerful caller tools
that generate MXMs
automatically, and you
can program any of its
four MXMs to be pre or
post fader.

And because it's
AUDITRONICS, it's built
tough as steel, and will
be easy to maintain.

DIGITAL CAN BE EASY-JUST CALL
AUDITRONICS!

OUDITRONICS
copyright © 2002 by Wheatstone Corporation
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DAX
Frodh(Harris

.clean
soniamin'
mac

An AM/IBOC transmitter worth shouting about.
People get pretty excited when they hear about Harris's new DAX AM/IBOC transmitters.

eYtrerne digital And who can blame them? Only the people who pioneered every currently used AM
from HARRIS modulation standard could bring vou the cleanest analog sound and the most accurate

In-Band/On-Channel (IBOC) signal available in I-6kW transmitters.

New DAX-5/6 is the first in a line cf innovative 1-6kW AM transmitters that provide unmatched linearity and bandwidth.

Using Harri.:' newest AM modulation technology - Digital Adaptive Modulation - the DAX transmitter constantly

samples tne modulated output and dynamically corrects for non -linearity. The result is the cleanest, purest analog or
IBOC signal in this power level.

Of course, this new transmitter also gives you the exceptional reliability and ruggedness that Haris is famous for.

And with redundant, hot-swappable RF modules for easy, on -air servicing and plug -and -play migration to IBOC,

DAX-5/6 is an exceptionally cost-effective solution for today and tomorrow.

To learn more about DAX transmitters and other Harris extreme digital products, visit www.broadcast.harris.com.

For more irfamation, call us at
1.800 622 0C22 or click on
www.broadcast.harns.com

www.broadcast.harris.com 1.800.622.0022
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"A Mac -using colleague
said to me

recently, 'I hate Syntrillium.' When

I asked why he replied 'Because

they don't make Cool Edit Pro

for the Mac."'
- Roger Derry

Line Up

T"
JunelJuly 2002

"Don't pass on the latest version of

this affordable classic if you're into

digital audio creation and editing
on the PC."

- James Kim
TechTV

August 2002

"There can be few projects that Cool
Edit Pro could not handle with ease.
finesse and aplomb. The version 2
update has honed what was already
an accomplished program."

Computer Music
August 2002

Don't take our word for it.
Stick with what the pros say.

"The latest version,
Cool Edit Pro 2.0,is simply smokin'!...I

have also used
Cool Edit in my studio when other,much more expensive software

simply fizzled or choked on a
project- CEP2

worked ike a charm!"

- Gary riean Ahrens

DJ Times
September 2002

''Cool

i

Edit Pro
is an essential

tool for
rn

fnalizing thdown yolir
e."

laying

musica/
ideas

and

Paul Riari
oGuitar

World
July

2602

cool edit I pro
version

"So here's the deal. If you're looking

for a powerful Windows digital udio

editing program.
download a demo

of Cool Edit Pro and check it of t."

- Zack F rice

Home Recoriing
October 2002

"There is simply r o better deal out
there for the professional quality
and interface it cffers."

- Scott Colburn
Tape Op Magazine

September/October 2002

"Normally after doing a review.
I

uninstall the program to keep my
system as simple as possible. Bu
CEP2 is staying on the hart drive
with a desitop shortcut, toc.."

- Craig Anderton
Keyboard Magazine

August 2002

"Cool Edit is still the coolest thir g
aroun i for editing audio on the PC."

- Al Peter ;on
Radio World

July 2002

coca edit I pro
The reviews are in and the critics agree: Cool Edit Pro 2.0 is cooler than ever. It's packed with all the latest cutting -edge features for

digital audio recording, editing, and mixing. Whether you're already a pro, or just getting started with PC -recording, Cool Edit Pro has the

power, features, effects, formats, and flexibility to get the results you want. Even better, Cool Edit Pro users get free access to over 2,000

royalty -free loops of every kind of music imaginable from Loopology.com. You want to pack your PC witi the best in audio? Try Cool EditPro.

Download your copy today from www.cooledit.com. Syntrillium
P.O. Box 62255 I Phoenix, AZ 85082 USA I 1.888.941.7100 I tel: +1.480.941.4327 I fax: +1.480.941.8170 I sales@syntrillium.com I www.syntrillium.com

tc41 free sales lffsA and Canada
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Currents Online
Highlights of news items from the past month

FCC Investigates Additional Spectrum
For Unlicensed Devices
Notice looks at unused TV spectrum and 3.65GHz
to 3.7GHz.

Harris Adds Highsmith in Sales
Jeff Highsmith joins the Harris Broadcast Communi-
cations Division (BCD) as a sales representative.

Arbitron Extends PPM Trial Due to
Single Encoder Glitch
Arbitron will extend the ratings comparison portion
of the Portable People Meter (PPM) market trial
through March 28, 2003. An error in audio level at
KYW-AM prompted the extension.

Sacks Heads to ERI
Marty Sacks joins the staff at Electronics Research,
Inc (ERI) as director of sales on Jan. 1.

Site Features
Currents Online

Don't wait two weeks for the news of the radio
industry . Read it online everyday.

Eye on IBOC
A regularly updated account of stations making

the transition to HD Radio.

Engineer's Notebook
A collection of problem -solvers and tricks that

you can use around the station. Also download
the Starguide Relay Logger mentioned in

Satellite Technology on page 36.

Currents Weekly E-mail
Receive the Currents Online headlines in your
e-mail box every Monday morning. Start your

week with the latest information about the
technology of the radio industry.

Demo Room
View online equipment demonstrations.

$4,695
For more detailed information visit us at www.arrakis-systems.com or call (970) 461-0730
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INIf the migration to digital is in your future, then this

is the route to take. Introducing the large size, big

performance analog router that also speaks fluent digital. A true

hybrid that allows you to scale the number of analog and digital

ports as needed, new and in the future. Best of all, the SAS64000

Audio Routing Sys -,em creates a path to AES/EBU digital audio

without creating analog obsolescence.

This means you can mix your analog and digital

I/O in the same router frame. Go direct analog to

analog, or digital to digital. Mix it up with

automatic 24 -bit conversion analog to

digital and vice versa.

Either way, this

unique architecture

sports uninterrupted

signal integrity and

non -blocking

flexibility.

analog and/or
digital input

111

 256 x 256 Large

 Mono Stereo with
stereo linking

 Wide variety of
control panels

 118 dB analog
dynamic range

processor architecture

U.

.171FfillFr.s

 Digital or analog
inputs and outputs

 PC or automation control

 +28 dBu max. input
output levels

.

 Superb broadcast -quality
performance

 Automatic 24 -bit analog
to digital conversiol

°InAnd the SAS64000 is wonderfully simple

to integrate, upgrade and put into service.

Just plug in our new digital port expander and that's it

Nelcome to digital!-co-existing flawlessly with

analog-and all in the same framework

Interested? There's lots more to tell

Call 818 840 6749; or e-mai

sales@sasaudio.com; or check ou-

website at sasaudio.com.

If you're moving into digital,

then the SAS64000 Audio

Routing System is you'

conduit to the future.

analog and/or
digital output

SIERRA
AUTOMATED

SYSTEMS

sasaudio.con-
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New quest for a new year

n the never-ending saga of the FCC seeking
new ways to further congest the airwaves,
the end of 2002 saw a Notice of Inquiry that
could once again create havoc for some
spectrum users.While the latest issue doesn't
cany the same potential effect to radio as the
creation of LPFM, it is broad enough that it
could lead to similar encroachment.

Based on the work of an FCC spectrum -
policy task force formed in June, Chairman
Michael Powell indicated his intention to
look at the wasted spectrum that broad-
casters occupy. In remarks made during a
visit to the University of Colorado, Powell

rejected the notion that there is not
enough broadcast spectrum to go
around. HecitedFCCteststhatshowed
that there are many unused spectrum
holes because a portion of the air-
waves are used only at certain times.
It is in these times of non-use that the
space could be better utilized.

In the quest to reclaim this vast
emptinessthat exists, the FCC planned
to review its own policies and move
beyond its 90 -year -old spectrum -
management methods. Funny, did
basic physics change at some point?
The FCC believes that new techn-

ology can be used to build smarter receiv-
ers that can filter the interference. While
there has been work done to build smarter
receivers, it's not that simple.

In the same address Powell stated that
one of the FCC's core missions is to prevent
broadcasts from interfering with one an-
other, and then added that this mission
needs to be revised. The FCC is less inter-
ested in managing the spectrum than ever
before. Now all they want to do is sell it
again and again and let the buyer figure out
how to make it work.

In the middle of December, the FCC issued
a Notice of Inquiry seeking comments on
creating new unlicensed spectrum to meet
the growing demand from consumers. This
comes as no surprise; after all, the FCC
knows that the airwaves are already

underused. It is surprising that this covers unlicensed
spectrum: there will be no revenue from licensing.

Where are they looking? Not in the AM and FM bands-
at least not yet - but it is an area close to our concern. The
Notice seeks comments on the feasibility of allowing
unlicensed devices to operate in the TV broadcast
spectrum at times and in locations when spectrum is not
being used. This is further complicated by the DTV
transition that occupies twice as much spectrum during
the transition period.
The notice also seeks comments on the feasibility of

permitting unlicensed devices to operate in other bands,
such as the 3.650GHz to 3.7GHz band. While this is not the
radio broadcast band,it is regularly used for radio.You know
it better as C-band.The notice suggests allowing unlicensed
use of power levels higher than other unlicensed transmit-
terswith only the minimal technical requirements necessary
to prevent interference to licensed services.

The "minimal technical requirements" part bothers me.
We already have unlicensed use in many frequency bands.
It is possible for licensed use and unlicensed use to coexist
peacefully. Unfortunately, if this notice proceeds to its full
effect, there will be that much more hash in the same space.
In my experience, unlicensed users do not understand
interference issues. They won't coordinate the use of the
frequency or find a less -congested area. Instead they will
find ways to turn up the power.

It's not open season yet,but this does present the potential
for increased terrestrial interference from a cordless phone
or wireless home LAN.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherer(primediabusiness.com

This year marks the
10th year that Radio
magazine has been
delivering the most

useful and accurate
information on radio
broadcast techn-
ology. Our industry

has changed significantly in the past 10 years, and we
will highlight these changes throughout 2003. Look
for these special features in the coming months.

UIO

Send comments to: E-mail: beradio@primediabusiness.com
Fax:913-967-1905
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Ed McMahon is bac( on the air,
broadcasting his new show
"Livestyles Live" from the comfort of
his own home. Therm to his Cpmrex

codec, the distinctive quality of Ed's

famous voice comes through even

when he's on the road.

Expand your talent pool. Comrex ISDN or

POTS codecs can bring in the best voices and
the most compelling shows from around the wor d,
without the expense of having to bring the

people into your studios. IA

"Honey, we need to 5e in aris tomorrow!
Pack the Comrex arrd w II do the show

from there!"
-Ed McMahon

Rely on Comrex for your next broadcast.
And we'll give you the shirt off our back.

Mail us the warranty card from the pur:hase of your
next BlueBox, Matrix, Vector or Nexus. We'll send you

a hanth.ome Comrex shirt like the one Ed is wea-ing retail
value $65) FREE. Plus, we'll extend your warranty :o two years.

How's that for reliability?

For a dealEr call

800-237-1776
NEXUS

j011"_, _a/IIIMIIIEWIF 19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA

4111111iriNIMLIGANIk Tel: 978-784-1776 Fax: 978-384-1717  Email ,nio©comrex.com  www.com-ex.com



Contract Enuineering

Working contractor to contractor
By Mark Krieger, CBT

n no way has the post -regulatory era of
radio broadcasting made itself felt more
than by today's wholesale movement and
consolidation of station facilities. One re-
sult of all this activity has been a frenzy of
new construction projects, in which engi-
neers frequently find themselves playing
an intermediary role between station man-
agement and building trades. For those
experienced in such things, the demands

and frustrations of working with con-
tractors are daunting enough, but

for the novice, the experience
can be overwhelming. Here

are a few tips to help grease
the rails of your next con-

struction project.

The players
Every construc-

tion -related move usu-
ally includes the follow-

ing cast: a client (station
management) who pays the

bills, a general contractor and
related subcontractors who ac-

tually oversee and perform the
work, building inspectors who inspect the
work and ultimately issue occupancy per-
mits, and you, the engineer charged with
seeing that the client winds up with a
functional facility. Although architects are
typically included on many projects, it is

not uncommon for them to be cut out of small jobs, such
as renovations, in the interest of saving money. In these
situations, the general contractor actually draws the con-
struction plans. In either case, the challenges are the same.

The process
Once a decision is made to move or build, the planning

process begins. This is a phase in which every engineer
should be thoroughly involved, yet all too often isn't. Try
to avert this mistake by suggesting that the client will
actually save money by including you in the planning
process at the outset. As one contractor put it:"planning
is everything...it's where you maximize your return on
investmenr Radio stations are highly specialized opera-
tions, making it critical that the architects and contractors
understand not only what has to be done, but why. Take
the time necessary to educate them about the unique
need for soundproofing, room noise reduction, isolated
grounds, HVAC, electrical and low -voltage cabling re-
quirements. If possible, identify a local or regional facility
that you consider a model for what you have in mind and
arrange a tour that includes the key players-you'll find
it to be time well spent.

After plans have been drawn, review them carefully with
the general contractor (G.C.) to be sure there are no
omissions or conflicts between different mechanical
elements such as HVAC, electrical, safety (sprinklers/
alarms) and partition systems. Remember that every
electrical circuit and outlet needs to be detailed in the
planning phase. Likewise, pay close attention to HVAC
ducting and partition design to ensure the integrity of
soundproof areas. Be sure to review the equipment
grounding plan with the electrical subcontractor to see
that it will meet all applicable codes, and whether low
voltage audio and control cabling can be installed with-
out a permit. While it's true that you can make changes
or additions during construction, the price penalties
incurred at that stage are usually substantial.

As construction begins,get the G.C.s approval to visit on -
site for inspections and informal meetings with subcon-
tractors on a regular (sometimes daily) basis. Plan on
getting up early-the best time to meet with the crew is
when they arrive at the job, which is often no later than 7
a.m. Treat everyone with respect and don't be afraid to
teach them about radio as they teach you about construc-
tion-your interpersonal communication skills can pay
big dividends. And, always be sure to bring coffee and
doughnuts. Make these folks feel like they're a part of the
radio team and you'll be amazed at how responsive they
can be.

During the build -out, stay in close contact with the G.C.,
who may or may not be a regular presence on the job site.

10 January 2003 www.beradio.com



The Secret
is Out.

Break every composite performance barrier
with the new Starlink Digital Composite STL.

It's an engagement years in the making. Digital audio quality
finally meets the convenience of composite operation.

Introducing the newest Moseley milestone - the Starlink
Digital Composite STL. It delivers all the audio quality that
earned the component Starlink its industry applause, with full
16 -bit sampling.

Stereo separation that fully exploits the advantages of digital
signal processing, with m nimal distortion. Plus an overall system
gain improvement of 20 dB over analog STL performance
SNR better than 85 dB.

Best of all, it's a direct replacement for your existing
composite STL. So it's easy to implement the digital audio
quality you've hardly dared whisper about until now. With all
the quality assurance of the name you know for STLs.
Moseley.

The Starl ik Digital Composite STL.
Spread the word.

And contact us today for the complete story.

111 Castilian Drive  Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093 (805) 968-9621  www.moseleysb.com



Contract Engineering
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Be available for questions (via cell phone
or e-mail) to the G.C. and the subcontrac-
tors at all times. Keep detailed notes and
don't be afraid to take pictures of things
you perceive to be issues. Keep in mind
that the subcontractors are actually work-
ing for the G.C. and that, while it may be OK
for you to answer their questions and
provide guidance, any actual changes in
the work must be handed through a

change order issued by the G.C.-for an additional fee,
of course.

As construction wraps up, work with the client and the
G.C. to develop a punch list that details the inevitable
discrepancies and omissions in work performed and
provides for their timely resolution. Be fair,courteous, but
insistent that each job be completed properly.

One on one
Often,you'll be working on smaller -scale projects where

no general contractor has been hired. The same
rules apply, but now you are responsible
for overseeing all the details. Be sure to
plan everything in consultation with
your contractor and put it all in writing.SCMS,uvc.

YOU -KNOW -WE -KNOW- RADIO!

YOU'LL FL OVER OU

 26 Years of Personal
Service

 Competitive Prices for over
600 Quality Manufacturers
of New Equipment

 Extensive Rental Fleet
(Audio, RF, Codecs,
Test Equipment,
and more!)

ERVICE!

 Experienced Staff
 Huge Stock of Rebuilt

RF and Audio Gear
 Trade -Ins Welcomed

SCMS has you covered!

WEST COAST
Doug Tharp
Voice 858 272.2332
Cell 818.398.7314
Email dtharpqsansr.com

SOUTH-WEST
Tyler Calls
Voice 817.232.1782
Cell 817.312.633
Fax 817.306.1253
Email tylercallisrgintegrity.com

CENTRAL
Bernie O'Brien
Cell 731.695.1714
Email bernieob :earthlink.net

MID -WEST
Mary Schnelle
Voice 1.800 245.4307
Fax 513.583.1343
Email mschnell maryschnelle.

MID -SOUTH
Bob Mayben
Voice 877.391.2650
Fax 256.543.0595
Email bobmavben :usanet

corn

NORTH-EAST
Dan Lohse
Voice 908.722.6015
Fax 908.722.4359
Pager 877.792.8024
Email scmsnorth,aol.com

MID -ATLANTIC
Chris Singleton
Voice 410 348.9925
Fax 410.348.9924
Email csingle4dmy.com

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE - PINEVILLE, N.C.
Toll FREE 800.438.6040 Fax 704.889.4540

Email salespscmsinc.com
www.scmsinc.com

Regardless of the size of the nrniert the
same supervision requirements apply.

Generate drawings that clearly show de-
tails and dimensions. Ask lots of ques-
tions. For example,who is responsible for
permit applications and inspections?
What exactly is the contractor providing,
in terms of hookups and testing of sys-
tems? Finally, who will clean up and be
responsible for making cosmetic fixes to
drywall, paint, flooring or landscaping?
Spell all of these things out in the contract.
This point cannot be emphasized strong-
ly enough.

In sum, working with other contractors
is intense, detailed work that requires
every ounce of concentration, patience
and perseverance that you can muster.
But with realistic expectations and the
right approach, you and your client will
be rewarded with a facility you can both
be proud of.

Krieger, Radio's consultant on contract engi-
neering, is based in Cleveland and can be
reached at mkrieger@drfast.net.

12 January 2003 www.beradio.com



IF YOU WANT TO BOOST YOUR REVENUES, PROFIT FROM OUR EXPERIENCE.

At NPR Satellite Services, we understand all the J ps and downs of broadcasting-because we
do it ourselves. That's why we provide a complete set of affordable satellite solutions to support
you. If you need reliable space segment with coverage in all 50 states and the Caribbean,
or require custom engineering design, training, and consulting-we've got the experience and
technical expertise to get your transmissions up there to generate dollars down here. To find out
more, call NPR Satellite Services at 202.513.2626. And discover some very down to earth value.

npr
satellite
services

www .nprss. or g/b e



Feasting

What CARP means to you
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

toadcasters have been accustomed to
paying royalties for playing copyrighted
music over the air to Performance Rights
Organizations (PRO) such as ASCAP BMI
and SEISAC;but,until recentlybroadcasting
the same program material over the Inter-
net was basically free. On December 4,
2002, President Bush signed into law the
Small Webcaster Settlement Act (SWSA),
which requires that owners and perform-
ers of copyrighted material receive royal-
ties for material broadcast over the Internet.
Creating a method that fairly addresses the
issue of copyright owner compensation

Some history
The push to maintain copyrights for materials broadcast

over the Internet began in 1995 when congress passed the
Digital Performance Right in Sound RecordingsAct (DPRA),
which permitted owners of copyrighted material to be
compensated for broadcasting performances over the
Internet, primarily dealing with subscription -based servic-
es. In 1998, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA)
broadened the scope of the DPRA to include the non -
subscription services typical of webcasting services cur-
rently broadcasting over the Internet.

The DMCA provided for two types of licensing structures,
voluntary and statutory, which must be issued to entities
enqaged in broadcasting copyrighted digital material.

Type of DMCA Service Webcaster and
Commercial Broadcaster

Description All Internet transmbsion,,
including simultaneous
Internet retransmissions of
over -the -air AM or FM
radio broadcasts

Per performance fee 0.07c

Ephemeral License Fee 8.8'. of Performance Fees Due

Minimum Fee 5500 per sear for each licensee

Conan .

Internet

retransmissions of
over -the -air AM or
FM radio broadcasts

ual Broadcaster

Other Internet transmissions, i Transmissions on am,

including up to two side other side channels
channels of programming
consistent with the public
broadcasting mission
of the station

Business Establishment Service

For digital broadcast

transmissions of sound

recordings pursuant to
17 U.S.C. 114id5r1xOfivi

0.02c t102c 0.07c Statutorily Exempt

10"% of Gross Proceeds

In addition, the Register recommends that the Librarian adopt the terms of payment proposed by the CARP, as mocified in the recommendation,
and set September 1, 2002, as the effective date for the statutory rates and the terms of payment.

Table 1. Description of fees for various webcasting entities.

versus the amount paid by webcasters is a
complex issue.

When traditional over -the -air broadcast-
ers simply "stream" program audio over
the Internet, perhaps as a value-added
service to listeners or to extend reach
beyond its terrestrial footprint, it issubject
to all of the exclusions, limitations and fees
defined within this law as a stand-alone
webcasting service. The eventual estab-
lishment of fees for the transmission of
copyrighted digital material was not a
surprise to broadcasters; what was a sur-
prise is that they would need to pay on a
per -performance (song) basis rather than
a simple percentage of gross revenues,
such as that used by the PROs, increasing
the cost to secure rights to stream audio
over the Internet approximately three times
that of over -the -air.

Voluntary licenses are generally issued directly by the
owners of the copyrighted material based on an agreement
between the owners of the material and the entity desiring
to make the material available over a digital transmission
medium, such as the Internet.

A statutory license is required fora broadcaster to stream
a program audio over the Internet. Unlike the voluntary
license, where agreements are made directly between the
performer and webcaster, statutory licenses are based on
a fixed -cost model that defines a payment structure based
on the number of performances (songs) broadcast and a
royalty distribution scheme that includes payments to the
copyright owner, the performing artist, the American Fed-
eration of Musicians (AFM) and the American Federation
of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA).

Taking into account the nature of digital transmissions,
the DMCA also establishes a an ephemeral license that
addresses digital copies of copyrighted material which
reside on the memory used to"buffer" or temporarily hold
digital program material prior to audio conversion. Broad-
casters wishing to stream program audio need to pay a fee
for both licenses.

14 January 2003 www.bemdio.com



Switchertoots BROADCASTtools
Innovative Problem Sol,

wr sIVIL lir I ; it t ,Iii, quail!), ?, 1 tontart I i,rrs, serial t, ,.atrol capabilities, and flexible mounting a, e,,or

SS 12.4
Active audio switcher/router with 12
stereo inputs and four stereo outputs.

SS 8.2
Active audio switcher with eight
stereo inputs, two stereo plus two
mono outputs.

16x2
The 16x2, Sixteen input, Dual Output
Stereo Switcher/Router passively
switches or routes any one of 16 stereo
inputs to either or both stereo outputs
or vise -versa through gold contact relays.

8x2
Active audio switcher with eight
stereo inputs, two stereo plus two
mono outputs.

16x1
Passive switcher/router with 16 stereo

inputs and one stereo output, or vice -
versa.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital

inputs to three common outputs.

-ter
SS 12.4

8x2

651

croducing "Sound Cho
:urn:lure," new from Ma
ifsterxs, Inc. the manufacturer
Tie Best in Sound Furniture. SOU

Furniture is high quail
itcck studio furniture, featuring th
sane high quality construction
-r dim's and materials found in

V age, Systems. Inc. cust3111

-urnilere. All "Sound Cho ce
:Itnittre" includes solid surface
,:ounte-tops. The standard color is
.'army gray for the solid surface top
aid a medium speckled gray on the
(Aline s (see photos). Call today to
see how Sound Choice Furniture will
3Inetil your studio.

SM-6

6x1
Passive switcher/router with six
stereo inputs and one stereo output,
or vice -versa.

SM-6
Stereo mixer with six stereo inputs,
a stereo output, and front panel
on/off switches.

3x2
Acive audio switcher with three stereo
inputs and two stereo outputs.

100111111111ft
SS &2

16x1

SS 3.1
Passive switcher/router with thti
stereo inputs and one stereo output
or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switcher/router with two
composite audio, video, or AES/EBU
inputs to two composite video, or
AES/EBU outputs, or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switcher/router with two
stereo inputs and one stereo output
or vice -versa.

11011.11.111111101114
16x2

AIM =Ilk AI=
3x2 SS 3.1 SS 2.1/11NC SS2.1,1tR1I

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locations
r email: support e tt 0. Air

Sou
.1- 'ohalit

'As shown.
excluding Console 8

Guest Top

ICI ru194rrU RE
urniture from I
,torn Studio Furniture

PAAGER TEL: 623-780-0045 -9860

SYSTEMS, ma c,
www.magersystems.com  mager rsystems.co

Visit our w?bsite for more informative
The Best es Sound Fir. -2,

Sound Choice Furniture
offer these Fine

.S.tandard Features:
Solid Surface Tops
1-1/2" thick 19 -ply plywood
cabinet construction
13 -ply Finland Birch access
panels
No Particle Board or
melamine
10 -year Limited Warranty
Reversible Punch Block
cabinet
Modular - Many
Configurations, add-ons and
colors available
Built in ventilation
Fast Installation - No cabinet
assembly
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Modular Sound Isolation Studios

For the best performance, choose a modular
enclosure from Acoustic Systems for your

new studio's sound foundation.

mom ACOUSTIC
MIN SYSTEMS

clePiCe,/ le,lee

800/749-1460
FAX: 5 I 2/444-2282

www.acousticsysterns.com
e-mail: info@acousticsystems.com

ART AND ENGINEERING COME TOGETHER...

Traditional
and Internet
Broadcast Studio
System Design
and Installation.

10600 West 50th Avenue #5, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
(303)425-5004 fax: (303)425-5005

www.creativestudiosolutions.com

E -casting

Enter CARP
Because an industry -wide agreement

could not be reached in the case of statu-
tory licenses,the U.S. Copyright Office and
the Library of Congress ordered that a
Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel
(CARP) be established. The CARP pro-
ceedings began late in 1998. After a long
period of proposals and negotiations be-
tween both sides, CARP released a report in
early February 2002 recommending rates
and terms for statutory licenses.

The fees for webcasting are based on the
type of entity. Non-commercial broadcast-
ers pay a much lower rate than commercial
entities for retransmission of program au-
dio or up to two channels of copyrighted
non -program material, providing it is con-
sistent with the public broadcast mission;
if non-commercial broadcasters desire to
program three or more channels of audio,
they will pay the same rate as commercial
broadcasters/webcasters. Digital broad-
casts within business establishments are
exempt from the performance fee.

All entities are still required to pay
ephemeral license fees based on 9 per-
cent of the calculated performance fee.
See Table 1 for details.

Required reporting
Since the licensing fees are determined

on a "per performance" basis, it will be
necessary to capture and report a signifi-
cant amount of data for each performance.
The software for many digital audio stor-
age/playback systems will need to be up-
graded in order to store the additional
information and provide a proper report.
Perhaps the most dif ficult aspect of this will
be the time required to enter the informa-
tion for each track on a station's playlist.

The fees for statutory licenses are retroac-
tive back to October 28,1998, however the
SWSA provides a mechanism that permits
the designated receiving agent for the fees,
the SoundExchange, to negotiate the past
fees prior to December 15, 2002 with indi-
vidual commercial webcasters and extend-
ed the obligation period for non-commer-
cial broadcasters to June 20, 2003.

McNamara is president of Applied Wireless
Inc New Market, MO

Rectifier Problems?
We're problem solvers & we have
a prompt, cost-effective solution.

www.rectifiers.com
800 649 6370
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fttrational CR' Pok
Model no. Bays Ms. Input Power Price

111P-1 1 500 11.1 5251

WP -2 2 800 W 5651

MP -3 \ $2,701

'44/4,,4 3 8011 W S951

WP -4 800W 51,251

MP -4R 4 2000 W S1,751

111P-5 5 W 52,251

WP -6 6

T1! rr Pr!1(  r Prl intr,
Model no. Bays Max. Input Power Price

GP -1 1 1500 W S3571

GP -2 2 3000 W $1,351

GP -3 3 4500 W $1,801

GP -4 4 6000 W 52,501

GP -5 . 5 8000 W 52,901

GP -6 00.6 40 8000 W 53,501

-lir Poi
Model no. Bays Max. Input Power Price

SOP -1 1 3000 W $651

SGP-2 2 6000 W 52,451

SGP-3 3 8000 W 53,508

SGP-4 4 8000 W $4,301

SGP-5 5 8000 W $5,100

SGP-6 6 8000 W 55,900

SGP-6R 6 15000 W 56,500

Please Contact the 0111B flmerica
Sales Department, for other

antenna systems configurations

EUROPE

Commercial & T.V. Factory:
Avda. San Antonio, 41
Toles.: 976.50. 46.96 (6 lines)
Fox 976.46.31.70
50410 (UARTE DE HUERVA
(Zaragoza)

Antenna & Radio Factory:
(amino de los Albores, 14, bolos
Weis.: 976.50. 35. 80 (6 lines)
Fox 976.50. 38. 55
50410 (UARTE DE HUERVA  (Zaragoza)
Internet. http://www.omb.es
e-mail: ombcom@infonegocio.com
Video(onference(RDSI) 916 46 32 00

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION

3100 NW 72nd.Avenue Unit 112

MIAMI, Florida 33122

Ph.: 305 477-0973 - 305 477-0974 (6 lines)

Fan: 305 4770611

Internet http://www.omb.com

e-mail: ombusa@bellsouth.net

Videozonferem: 1 305 5940991/92
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Standing waves and antennas
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

CD
a=1 aximum transmission efficiency occurs
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to eliminate standing waves, which can
severely damage equipment.

Transmission lines in AM stations are
more likely to be mismatched than those in
FM transmitters. In FM, the desired transmit-
ter -to -antenna match is accomplished us-
ing pre -established standard antenna and
transmission line impedances that are
designed to match each other, and sepa-
rate antenna tuning units are not required.
Most FM antennas provide some form of
final tuning and adjustment to be made

Transmitter

E

11/2

One Wavelength

Figure 1. The voltage nulls appear at half -wavelength points, coninciding
with the short in the Lecher wire.

once the antenna is installed on its tower.
When problems of abnormalVSWR occur,
they generally result from mechanical or
electrical damage due to the transmission
line orantenna, and frequently to heavy ice
formation on the antenna. When ice is
allowed to build up the VSWR increases
and the protection circuit trips the transmit-
ter before any serious damage can occur.

The view in general
FM engineers are likely to experience

more severe VSWR problems than AM
engineers. Almost every FM transmitter has
a built-in VSWR meter associated with a
protection circuit to turn the transmitter off
if the VSWR becomes excessive. The con-
siderably higher operating frequency, and
consequently shorter wavelength, means

that path lengths can become critical and it is easier to
develop unexpected standing waves.

In AM work misadjustment of ATUs and other devices in
the transmission line circuit can result in a severe mismatch
that goes unnoticed. Sometimes a bad mismatch can exist
for years in a nondirectional AM operation that has suffi-
cient transmitter power output to overcome the losses
produced by the mismatch. In AM operations, coaxial
transmission lines normally have a 505/ nominal imped-
ance. However, other values can be used without dimin-
ishing antenna operating efficiency, because the ATU
matches the transmission line impedance to the antenna
impedance. VSWR, although important, is usually less
critical in AM transmission than in FM, and a small amount
is often tolerated without noticeable problems. Over the
years as the ATUs and phasor are adjusted,small errors are
often introduced and standing waves begin to occur,
which can cause problems such as heating in the transmis-
sion line and ATU components.

Easier methods
Long before electronic frequency measuring devices,

radio engineers had to measure frequency using Lecher
wires,which amounted to a yardstick.There weren't any
pocket frequency meters that would tell show the fre-
quency at the press of a button. Instead, it was necessary
to measure the distance between the brightest (stron-
gest) or the weakest (null) indications on a pair of long
straight parallel wires supported on insulators and (trans-
mission line) spaced two or three inches apart. The
indicator was a neon bulb that tended to extinguish
suddenly and made it difficult to find absolute nulls. Any
simple indicator that does not load down the Lecher
wires can be used. Areas of high voltage are normally
quite broad while nulls are narrow. This is why the
engineer should measure at the nulls.

Lecher wires provided a good understanding of standing
wave ratios and their effects on antenna transmission lines.
The basic principles demonstrated by the Lecher wires
helped to develop high -power transmission lines. Early
single -wire antenna connections soon gave way to bal-
anced and unbalanced transmission lines, and eventually
to coaxial cable.

Figure 1 shows a Lecher wire with the far end shorted.
Zero volts appear at the far end. If the probe is moved back
toward the origin, a maximum will be found one quarter
wave back from the end. Moving on from the quarter wave,
a null is found at a half -wavelength point. Moving a quarter
wavelength farther will bring us to another maximum at a
half wavelength point. The distance between two maxima,
or two nulls is a half wavelength. Multiplying this distance
by two gives the distance for one full wavelength. From this
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Figure 2. With the short in the Lecher wire removed, a high voltage
appears at the open end.

we can calculate the frequency by convert-
ing to kilohertz. The reflection coefficient
is -1 because the signal is completely re-
flected back and there is no power ab-
sorbed in the short.

When a signal reaches the short circuit a
certain amount of signal will be reflected
back and the remainder dissipated in the
short if there is dissipative resistance. The
phase of the reflected signal is controlled by
the coefficient of reflection.

Figure 2 shows the effect of an open circuit
at the receiving end. The receive end volt-
age is maximum. Measuring between two
adjacent nulls shows a half wavelength. In
the case of an open circuit, or a short circuit,
no energy is taken from the line (provided
there is no dissipative resistance). Instead,
the signal is reflected back in the opposite
direction. Because the reflected signal has
the same amplitude and phase as the out-
going wave, both voltages are added and
the voltage is at a maximum at the open end.

Should the line be terminated by a reac-
tance that has absolutely no resistance, no
power will be absorbed in the receiver end
or load. In the case of a high-powered
transmitter this could have disastrous ef-
fects. Putting power into a line that is not
terminated will have the same effect be-
cause in both cases there is no resistance
across the terminal, and the transmitter
could be badly damaged by the high volt-
ages developed.

If a line is not correctly terminated the
outgoing and reflected waves will pass each
other, going in opposite directions.The two
voltages will add in some places and sub-
tract at others, and the resulting voltage will
be lower or higher than the original signal.
Because the two signals go in opposite
directions and at the same speed, the nulls
and the maxima will not move around but
will stay in fixed positions. This produces
the familiar and sometimes troublesome
standing wave.

An RF transmission line is not an ordinary
circuit. AM lines should never have prob-
lems with delay effects because the longer
wavelengths of the AM frequencies are large

compared to the dimensions
of items that can cause delay.
Delays are caused by the
finite time required when
energy moves along a trans-
mission line.

E-mail John Battison at
batcom@bright.net.

iMediaLogger
(i-me'de-d-z 15'gor) defmition: The most complete, affordble,
and easy-tc--use automated audio recording solution available.

Used in hundreds of stations including all of the top 10 trarkets.
iMediaLogger frees you from the costly maintenance of conventional and
outdated equipment used for logging, recording, and skimming including
reel to reel, DAT, and VCR recorders with a single computer workstation.

This award -winning product allows you to:
 simultaneously record up to 16 stereo or mono audio sources
or streams using multiple bandwidth and compression formats

- MP2, MP3, Windows Media Audio. Real Audio, PCM, and ADPCM

 access your recordings anytime, from anywhere using its built in web
browser interface

 schedule time or closure based recordings

 remotely configure and manage your iMediaLogger system

The next time you need to log, skim, or record, save yourself -and your
station- plenty of time, money and headaches. With iMecbaLogger. you
will never have to change a tape again.

Logger

To learn more about iMediaLogger, visit www.omt.net or call 1-888-665-0501
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FCC tackles EEO for a third time
By Harry Martin

11111111he FCC has adopted new EEO rules that
closely resemble Option A of the FCC's
prior EEO rules. The new rules will become
effective 60 days after their publication in
the Federal Register, unless there are post-
ponements under Congressional or OMB
review procedures. The projected effective
date is mid -February.

The new rules require broadcasters to
disseminate notice of full-time job vacan-
cies and to participate in a specified number
of recruitment activities. Stations must main-
tain records of vacancies filled, the recruit-
ment sources used for the vacancies and
the number of referrals received from the
sources, with the information placed in sta-
tion public files and on station websites. All
stations must submit this information to the
FCC at renewal time and most stations must
also subm it the information midway through
their license terms. Stations need not main-
tain records of the gender and ethnicity and
nationality of persons interviewed or hired.
According to the FCC, it will evaluate stations
based on their recruitment efforts only and
not on the gender and ethnicity/nationality
of employees.

Recruitment. The new recruitment rules
require licenses to:

 widely disseminate notices of all full-time
(30 hours or more) job vacancies, except
for rare emergency hiring situations;

 provide notices of all full-time job vacan-
cies to organizations that have requested
to receive vacancy notices;

 participate in a specified number of
recruitment activities every two years, such
as fairs and scholarship and internship
programs. Station employment units with
five to 10 full-time employees or which are
located in smaller markets must participate
in twosuch activities, while station employ-
ment units with more than 10 full-time
employees located in larger markets must
participate in four activities. (A station
employment unit is one or more stations
operated by the same staff.)

Record Keeping. In addition, under the
new rules detailed records must be kept of

 all full-time job vacancies filled, identi-

fied by job title;
 the recruitment sources used for each vacancy, identi-

fied by name, address, contact person and telephone
number, with a separate list of the sources required to be
notified because they requested vacancy notices;

 all advertisements, bulletins, letters, faxes and e -mails
announcing vacancies all with dates;

 documentation necessary to demonstrate participation
in the required recruitment activities;

 the total number of persons interviewed for each
vacancy and the referral source of interviewee;

 the date each job was filed and the referral source of the
person hired.

Reporting. Licensees must place in the station's public file
and on the station's website reports containing lists of:

 all full-time vacancies filled during the proceeding year,
identified by job title;

 all recruitment sources used for the vacancies, identified
by name, address, contact person and telephone number,

 the recruitment sources that referred the people hired
for each vacancy;

 the total number of persons interviewed for each
vacancy and the total number of interviewees referred by
each referral source;

the required recruitment activities in which the
station participated, together with a brief description of
those activities.

Additionally, all licensees must:
 at renewal time, and for radio stations with 10 or more

employees, midway through the license term, file with the
FCC the reports (described above) placed in the station's
public file for the past two years;

 beginning in September 2003, annually file a report with
the FCC on the gender and race and ethnicity of the station's
employees. (The FCC says this information will be used
only for statistical purposes and not to evaluate a station's
compliance with the EEO rules.)

Part -Time Employees. The FCC also commenced a further
rulemaking proceeding to determine whether and how to
apply the EEO rules to part-time jobs.

Commentary. By effectively adopting the former Op-
tion A,which had been approved by the D.C. Circuit, the
FCC is hoping to avoid any further losses in court on the
EEO front.

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

e e:
Stations in D.C., Maryland, Virginia and West

Virgin a must begin their pre -filing renewal
announcements on April 1, 2003.
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YOU NEED THE NEW APHEX 2020MKII I AUDIO PROCESSOR

IELC01£ TO

APHEXHEX
11:24:42 AO

Softwart thrum 2.02
44.1.1.111,014.14,14*****_td

Settling fo- flabby, undefined bass? Buried, clouded, mids? Shrill, annoying high end
that you just can t tune out of your current processor? Is your only comfort that some of
your neighbors on the dial sound as bad or worse than you do? Then it's time to step up to
the new Aphex 2020MkIII.

Radically new processing algorithms and circuitry bring even greater loudress while maintain-
ing clarity and musicality. The bass is tight, deep and resonant, the rr ids a -e detailed and for-
ward, and the highs are open and natural. The 2020MkIll is so powerful, yet so clean, it is
the only "broadcast" processor used in world class post production and mastering facilities.

With an extensive range of useful controls you can readily achieve your own unique sonic
signature ....a sound that you'll never wart to get rid of.

Call us today to audition the new 2020Mk.III at your station.

APHEXSYSTEMS
Improving the way the world soundssm
11068 Randall Street, Sun Val ey, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com

Aphex is a registered trademark of Aphex Systems



By Michael Patton

Learn the finer points of studio

design and construction

techniques that make the

difference between a top-notch

facility and a real mess.

Great studios aren't just wired, they're built from the ground
up. First,size does matter.Whi le other constraints often force
studios to be smaller than optimum, it is easier to build and

to service equipment in a room that was not previously a closet.
Find enough space to have the studio furniture away from two
walls and preferably three. This provides good options for
reaching the back of equipment racks and for punch block access

that does not require you to become intimate with the on -air talent.
For the best sound isolation,use double -wall construction between

different studios and staggered -stud construction on outside walls or
between studios and the rest of the facility. All studios should have
hard ceilings. Even if a suspended ceiling is installed for acoustic
purposes, the walls should go up to the building's hard ceiling and
be well sealed at the top. Use commercially available sound isolation
doors or build copies of them. The same is true for windows. Double -
or triple -pane windows should use glass panes of different thick-
nesses. This provides the maximum efficiency to prevent sound
transmission because the panes will resonate at different frequencies.
Make sure the glass rests on rubber gaskets, too.

Air handling is a vital but often overlooked component of sound
isolation. Make sure that the heating, ventilation and air condition-
ing (HVAC) contractor understands the issues of sound isolation
and wind noise. Low -noise registers in a sufficient quantity will
ensure low air flow velocity. Sound baffles or multiple bends in the
supply ducts will reduce blower noise. Use a minimum of 25 feet
and three bends between any blowers and a studio. Each studio
also needs its own return register with baffles or multiple bends. Do
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not use the plenum space above a suspended ceiling as an air
return, it will result in sound leakage from studio to studio. I have
successfully used pigtails on plenum return systems, which consist
of about 20 feet of flex duct snaked with several bends in it in the
plenum space. One end is open to the plenum and the other is
connected to the return register. This provides excellent sound
attenuation while not impeding air flow.

Construction details
Studios should be fairly dead, acoustically speaking, but the best

live mic sound is obtained when there is some warmth to the room
and instead of being completely anechoic. There are some studio
acoustics basics that should be kept in mind.

Different acoustic treatment techniques work better at different
frequencies, so use a mix of different types. Asuspended ceiling that
does not cover the entire room, typically floating about a foot from
all the walls, is an excellent bass trap and is unobtrusive. For an
aesthetic touch, paint the hard ceiling above the float black orsome
other dark color. Sound absorption panels are available in different
thicknesses and colors to match the decor. Wooden baffle -type
sound diffusors, while expensive, are excellent acoustics treatments
to prevent slapback echoes on walls behind talent, and they can be
quite attractive as well. Another trick that enhances acoustics is to
build the studios with non -parallel walls, although this usually takes
some serious explaining to management. The offsets don't have to
be large: a foot longer on one wall than the opposite wall is enough
offset to reduce acoustic standing waves, but odd -shaped rooms
take some getting used to. One way we dealt with this in a recent
station -cluster project was to build all the studios as wedges around
a circle. This worked well acoustically and looked impressive, too.

I prefer wood floors to carpet because they are more durable if a
sufficiently hard material is used. This will put more strain on the
rest of the acoustic treatment, especially the ceiling. Use a hard
wood, such as oak or Australian cypress, and do not use the pre -
finished type. Instead, have it sanded, finished and sealed after
installation-this makes for the toughest,spill-resistant floor. Wood

STUDIOS
floors last much longer when chairs with special wheels intended
for wood are used, so make sure the person who specs the studio
chairs knows the difference.

Equipment layout
Get the people who will be using the studio involved in the design

process of that studio. Draw a set of studio layout sheets for each
studio with the proposed rack layouts, equipment placement and
console channel assignments generated with input from program-
ming and production staff. Then submit this documentation to the
client. Have the client's general manager or program director sign
off on the design-literally. Have him sign each sheet. This allows
a minimal chance for misunderstanding, and if any last-minute
changes are wanted,it's easy to document justification for addition-
al labor charges, if needed.

There is enough prefabricated furniture available for just about
everyone's taste and budget,so I don't see much point in having a
local carpenter of unproven experience with broadcasting build
furniture. Either way, make sure that the cabinets are deep enough
for the equipment, that the placement of equipment suits station

Free Standing AM Broadcasting Antenna

530 Khz to 1700 Kh - Used World Wide

Height 49ft (15 ) to 75f t (23m)
Less ground area nee d - Maintenance Free

Fifteen (15) Years Proven Experience

175 Southgate Drive,
Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1G 3M5

P.O. Box 603,
Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1H 6L3

Tel: (519) 824-3220 Fax: (519) 824-3411
Email: enquiries@valcom-guelph.com
Internet: www.valcom-guelph.com
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I X-5112

(.X-6106

The LX -"5100" Series can read
Time Code (ESE, SMPTE/EBU
& ASCII), as well as operate as
Stand -Alone or Impulse Clocks.
These clocks are loaded with
many features, here's just a few...

FEATURES:
 Self -setting time code

readers
 5", 12" & 16" models
 Sweep & Step second

hand modes
 Lighted Dial and Rack

Mount options
 Time Zone Offset
 3 Year Warranty

www.ese-web.com

310-322-2136  FAX 310-322-8127
142 SIERRA ST EL SEGUNDO. CA 90245 USA

personnel, that there is sufficient ac-
cess behind and underneath equip-
ment for servicing and ventilation,
and that there are large built-in wiring
channels and punch -block areas.
Look for quality details like inlaid
Formica or other surfacing,and real
wood instead of pressboard. Free-
standing furniture can be shifted as
needed and can be disassembled
without ripping it from the walls in
the event that the studio must be
moved. Generallyspeaking, built-in
furniture cannot be moved. It in-
volves too much hassle, too much

STUDIOS
to the engineering department. It seems almost
impossible to stay ahead of the game,but it's not.

Expansion will happen. 1 have never seen a
studio or studio facility that didn't need to be ex-
panded within a year or so of its construction.
Provide plenty of room for expansion by run-
ning extra wire and cable pairs, by allotting
additional space for equipment and for wiring
blocks, and by providing additional capacity in
the entire infrastructure.

Pull more pairs than needed from each rack
or cabinet to the wiring block area in each
studio and from each studio to the rack room.
Order cabinets and racks large and deep enough
to accommodate new source equipment, new

satellite and remote equipment, and
especially new computers. Size gen-
erators, UPS units and HVAC equip-
ment to handle additional loads. Save
space in the building for future studio
areas. Size the rack room to accom-
modate additional racks, but resist the
temptation to let the current wiring
expand to fill that available space.

Use only smart wires. Don't wire a
studio using anything but AES-3 com-
patible cable. AES-3 requires a twist-
ed -pair cable impedance of 11052
while traditional analog twisted -pair
is typically 3051 to 4011. Analog wire
should not be used to carry an AES
signal more than a few feet. Even if
your current need is for analog au-
dio only, the AES cable does it no
harm, and will be in place when and
if your station makes the digital tran-
sition, which will become more and
more likely as d igital equipment pric-
es continue to fall and performance
and ease of use rises. The good news
is that 1100 cable is quite common

and is available in single pair, multiple pair or
snake cable and microphone -tough cable in
wire sizes as small as 26 gauge. All Ethernet
cable (CAT5,CAT5E and CAT6) cable is rated at
100,11,which is within the AES-3 audio specifica-
tion. Ethernet cables are available in 4-, 8-, 12 -
and even 25 -pair configurations, which today
are cost-effective compared to traditional indi-
vidually -shielded, twisted -pair cables. CAT5 is
available with overall shields too, although bal-
anced, line -level, low -impedance audio does
not usually require shielding.

Multiple -pair, twisted -pair, 1100 ribbon cables
rolled in a tough jacket-and even shielded-
are also available. These can be quickly and
easily mass terminated to connectors or bulk
punch -block connections.

Label the wires dearly. My first experience with
heat -shrink labels used white pieces of heat
shrink mounted on plastic tabs, like cartridges

Studio furniture serves as the equipment support
structure and must also provide sufficiert
ventilation and cable access.

damage to the furniture, and too
little likelihood that the new room
will be the same dimensions as the
old one. Free-standing furniture can
move relatively easily.

Studio wiring
How many engineers have seen

neat and well -documented wiring in
new studios? Probably a fair number.
How many have seen neat wiring in
five -year -old studios? Not many engi-
neers have, because it is almost im-
possible to build studios, no matter
how neat and well -documented, that
retain the same level of organization
and coherence after several years in
the real world of last-minute remotes,
unexpected equipment failures and
format changes made without notice
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Maintaining an organized wiring scheme
is not difficult (below), but it requires
sticking to the original design plan and
not taking short cuts, like what was done
in the photo to the right.

on an ammo belt, that could be loaded
into a modified IBM Selectric typewriter.
While they were expensive and time-con-
suming, the level of professionalism they
brought to my wiring generated many
positive comments. Today there are im-
proved versions of this that are quicker
and cheaper.

Personally,' use sheets of self -laminating
laser printer labels that will fit on most
cables of less than 1" diameter. 1 have
settled on four fields on each label to
indicate where each end of the wire goes,
what type of wire it is and the color. The
first two fields are for troubleshooting, and
the last two are so that my crew doesn't put
the label on the wrong wire. Color -coding
can be a great tool; just be sure that none
of your installers is color-blind.

Whenever possible, use wiring blocks.
Traditional telephone -type 66 blocks are
easy to find, offer lots of accessories and
can be purchased from stock from several
telecom and electronics d istributors. Keep
in mind that CATS -rated 66 blocks should
be used for AES-3 signals. ADC,AVPKrone
and others make excellent, high -density,
high -reliability wiring blocks designed for
professional and digital audio.

Keep the wiring blocks neat. Allow
enough room to mount all the blocks
needed for the current installation and
include space for several spares. Because
shielding is usually not needed for bal-
anced, line -level analog audio or for AES-
3 digital audio, cross -connects on punch
or other wiring blocks can be unshielded
twisted -pair cable like the phone compa-
ny uses. Using this type of cable helps

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.

www neumannusa :om/103

Neumann USA )(Jim II);
Telephone 860 434 522)  FAX 860 434 3148
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Ifilittiktarri STUDIOS
keep punch block areas and walls neat and unclut-
tered. CATS cross -connect wire is also available. Not
terminating shields increases the density of punch
blocks,too. There is almost never any need to carry
shields through punch blocks, and the user throws
away 1/3 of the block's capacity trying. If using a
shielded cable, remember to terminate only one
end. I prefer to make a pigtail of all the shields and

Allow enough space in the rack to provide for any future expansion, whether
it is adding another station to the facility or accommodating a new format.

solder or crimp -connect it to a ground bus bar running near the
blocks. Bring the permanent cables in behind the punch blocks, or
permanent in one end and cross -connects out the other, so that
permanent and cross -connected wiring is as separate as possible.

I have reluctantly decided that wiring channel, such as that made
by Panduit, is a mixed blessing at best. Never mount a wire -trough
channel upside down. As soon as you remove the cover, all the
wires fall out. If you mount it sideways, put a wire -tie anchor inside

it every so often,or anchor aVelcro wire -tie instead so the
wires can be held up and to the back of the channel, out
of the way of the cover. Another drawback is that the first
time a cable has to be added in a hurry, the wiring channel
covers tend to get removed and then not put back
afterwards. Instead, use metal or plastic wrings. Use the
plastic ones that have a little seam that you can thread
wires through without having to pass the end through
each ring. They also have screw holes to anchor them
down. Placing one about every foot and in corners will
keep wires organized but not inaccessible-and there
are no covers to lose. When appearance is paramount,
like running wires that are in public view, opt for the
wiring channel.

There is no such thing as too much documentation, a
point that cannot be stressed heavily enough. Because
I usually work with a crew of several people, I generate
lots of documentation. In addition to the layout sheets
I mentioned earlier,) generate a wiring and cross -connect
list for each wiring block plus a wire running list for each

Acoustics First®
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

The Art Diffuso
The original, patented, extended
range "binary array". Exclusive

angled tops scatter upper spectral reflections. Increases the apparent
acoustic space and controls flutter. Class "A", thermoformed models are
now available from stock. Traditional wood versions are built to order.

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

:FlipJack FJ-500
3 channel cell phone interface

I

I

I

I .
I .

rifINC ELECTRO("I #t SYSTEMS 11111

Two headphone jacks
Two Mic inputs & Line Input
Connection To A
Standard Telephone Line.
Operates on "AA' batteries
or external power
Balanced Line Level Output

Small Size: 1.5"H x 4.8"W x 4.5-D

Tuner input for off -air monitoring
LED level indicator

www.conex-electro.com

r Mina St. PO Box 67 Bellingham. WA 9822'
1360-734-4323 FAX 360-676-4822

EMAIL conex @conex-electro corn 800-645-1061
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Various methods exist to create neat and practical labels, some of
which are quite advanced and offer bar codes to simplify
accessing data.

room. That way I have created essentially
a complete virtual studio on paper. Once
this is done it's easy to go back and verify
that the crew actually ran the wires as they
were intended. It also serves to verify the
documentation. It's easy to create docu-
mentation in a spreadsheet, database or
forms program. I'm planning todocument
my next studio project in HTML, complete
with hyperlinks for the cross -connects.
The advantage is that it can be viewed on
any browser and easily modified-with
the right passwords.

Good old-fashioned written documen-
tation is not yet obsolete,either. Take a big
three-ring binder and use tab separators
for each studio and sheet protectors for
each page. Mark the revision date or
number on each page, so it is obvious
which version of a page is out of date.
Generate and give the client multiple cop-
ies of the documentation and multiple
copies of any digitally -stored documents
too. Keep copies for yourself. Stations lose
paperwork easily during ownership or
engineering personnel changes.

Test, test and test again
Before a studio is finished, ring out every

wire and every cross -connect, either with
an ohmmeter or a cable tester. Test cables
for continuity, shorts and polarity. Some
wiring blocks will have trouble with AES
cable, due to the larger insulation required
to make the higher cable impedance, and
the engineer may need to punch the oc-
casional wire down twice or take other
remedial action.

Jocks and production people can't use
features they don't know exist, and who
better to show them than the installer
himself? Show the program director and
the production director everything the
studio will do. Make sure they are happy
with how it works. This is often the last
chance to ensure that the studio's users'
needs have been met.

This is an exciting time to be building

studios. While the pressures to keep costs down are
great, and the flexibility and features desired of a
modem studio are many, the tools for accomplish-
ing these goals are plentiful. With proper planning
and wiring techniques, the experienced installer
can build first-class studios that will also pass the
test of time without busting the budget.

Patton is president of Michael Patton and Associates,
Baton Rouge, LA. Contact him through
www.michaelpatton.com.

NEW RADIO SYSTEMS CT -2002 MODELS

Now The Most
Flexible Featured

Clock/Timer System
Available Anywhere!
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Up -Down Timer

SMPTE Time Code

Top -of -Hour Reset

Infrared Remote Control'
Pre -Set Down Times'

Master/Slave Operation
RJ-45 Quick Connectors
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Models start at just $135.00

Available in Large 2" Display, Rack or Vikil Mourd,
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Say ooB-.; Steve Fluicer

AIttST NK
Amidst the bustle of

updating studio facilities

and transmitter sites,

don't overlook the link

between the two.

The old saying "You're only as good as your weakest
link" is true is almost everything, includingthecom-
plete air cha n of a radio station. Agood side effect

of consolidation is that it has brought usinto theage
of complete digital studios that prcvide features
unheard of ever as little as 10 years ago Now az"
the FCC has ac:epted IBOC, we will see even
more improvements as sites are updated
with digital exciters and solid-state trans-
mitters. With all of these advances in
technology, don't overlook what can be-
come the weak Iiik: the method used to
get the audio from one location to am
other. This can be getting the program
audio from the studio location to the
tower site, or try ng to get audio from
a remote broadcast location back
to the studio.

Look closely
I've had the opt ortunity to tour

many radio stations and have
been impressec by their new
all -digital facilities, only to then
walk into the rack room to find
a more than 20 -year -old STL sys-
tem. While outlasting much of
the other equiprr ent speaks high-
ly of the constriction and de-
sign quality, these systems be-
come the weakest link. All of
the work involved in creating
the perfect digital studio is lost
if the digital audio is converted

30 January 2002
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1

back to aralog so it ma be
sent to t tcwer site.

If you're still running one of
these old classics, it may be
time to lout, into updating the
system. VLF le traditiond, anz-
log compodte old discre-e

transmitter ar d receiver packag-
es are readilyavallathe, and -night

be adequate o sane cases. take
:he time to do the humeworc and

full. explore the available options
before buying the saline c Id tilt g.

The basic digital upgrade
Digi al ,TLs are not new. The fin -to one

hit the market more than a decade ago is
the form .A an add-oi digita converex

These unitsare still aval ablet DC ay anc offer
a way to convert an existisgcamposite I nk to

a I E -bit digital pati without tailing a nig bite out of
the station's capital bidget. These sinp ex codets are

placed at each end of the signal pact and-wil provide up
to four 15kHz, 16 -bit mid. 3 channels tnnough &single data
stream. The codecs use She compost e punts of existing

analog composite transmiTters. This is accomplisher_ with
a rr oderate amount of data. compress on. r. addition, the
path will provide an RS -2'c2 data path elc:ng side the audio
This port can be used for transmitter rarr ote contr-31, or
-_opass data to an RDSencxler at the tower site. While this
adckmwil_ help to redocesignal interlepenae noises ki the
bath, the data compression might 3104:111ICE undesired
aidible digital artifacts is the audio. T.) get the cleanest
STL audio possible, look :Ito replacir g :he entire system
ratter than just upgrac in; the existing eq anent.

Linear choices
With the demand for higher quality cane therelease of the

lineal digital STL. With pr ag-arn audio cor ing from so nany
sources, it's not possible to. guarantee that the aucio will

always be linear. Satellite trz tsmissions use data compres-
sion to f t more programming channels on tl- e brim . Commer-

cials received via the Internet halve also beencompressed, as are
other sources such as Mini -Dims. While a sing E level ofdata
compression is virtually unnoticeable, earl: tine the s gnat
passes through another comp-essed link I: will add to tie
aud i blear ti facts. To keep the sound as purees possible, it isbest
to us linear audio everywhere

iliWw.heraie.com
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$2,484

USA
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PREWIRED
SYSTEMS
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STANDARD BROADCAST FURNITURE

SOLID SURFACE OR LAMINATED TOP
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This endeavor brought about
the challenge to eliminate the data
compression on the STL to a tow-
er site, while still fitting within the
bandwidth allocated in Part 74 of
the FCC rules. To achieve this,the
first of these units had to reduce
the number of 15kHz channels
from four to two, which :s suit-
able for most FM applications. If
additional audio channels are

One of the earliest introductions in the
digital STL arena was developed by Dolby
and is now available through Marti.

digital automation

-111111111111111iime.mmEiiieditinaink.

Broadcast Software International
1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A
Eugene, OR 97405
www.bsiusa.com
888-BSI-USA1 (888-274-8721)
info@bsiusa.com

Para el espanol, Ilamada Felipe
Chavez,
Distribuidor de los E.E.U.U.
(916) 368-6332
fchavez@ommedianet.com

1.4

In a recent radio magazine article,
the leaders of several large
broadcast groups were asked
what they were doing
to cut costs.
The number one answer?
Automation.

BSI's Simian is the most versatile
automation software in the
industry. If you need Simian to
do something, from switching
between satellite feeds to
switching on the coffee in the
morning, it can do the job.

Thousands of users
have discovered how

easy and versatile
BSI Simian really i

before you buy.

needed, there is enough spectrum
remaining to add an optional single
12kHz channel or two 6kHz channels
to this link. These additional audio
paths are ideal for subcarrier audio.
These systems also provide two RS-
232 data ports for accessories.

While the two -channel STL is fine for
most applications, there was still a de-
mand for more 15kHz channels for
companiesconsolidating not onlytheir
studio locations, but also theirtransmit-

ter sites. Through the use of quadrature
amplitude modulation, creative engineers
have been able to achieve four linear
15kHz audio channels over a single
950MHz link. This is great in areas where
this STL band is crowded.You can also use
a system like this to save money on your
equipment needs. Rather than purchas-
ing redundant transmitters and receivers
for two radio stations, you can simply buy
one system per station, using the auxiliary
channels as the back up.

Location, location,
location

Placing the audio processor at the stu-
dio has long been preferred, mainly for
creature comforts. It allows a quieter
listening environment and places the
processing in a more convenient loca-
tion for the program director. Most digital
STL systems deliver only discrete left
and right channels to the tower site,
requiring the installation of a stereo gen-
erator at the transmitter site. This can be
done in more than one way. Perhaps the
easiest solution is to upgrade to a digital
exciter with a built-in digital stereo gen-
erator. The AES-3 digital audio output of
the STL is connected directly to the input
of the exciter,resulting in a totally digital
air chain. If this isn't an option, or if the
backup transmitter still has an analog
exciter, install a digital STL with an op-
tional stereo generator installed in the
STL receiver. This offers the feel of a
traditional composite link that interfaces
directly to the exciter. In these receivers,
the digital and composite outputs are
active at the same time, making it easy to
feed two transmitters at once. Pay close
attention to where the pre -emphasis curve
is generated, however. Some of these
stereo generators do not have the pre -
emphasis option, and the engineer has to
select it in the processor at the studio.

If you don't want to give up the compos-
ite STL, a new one was introduced last year
that offers a full 16 -hit composite digital
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link in the standard 950MHz band. This allows him the full
processing adjustments, including pilot injection from the studio
end.

Planning for IBOC
With the FCC's acceptance of IBOC,the attempt to keep the proces-

sor at the studio may become a moot point. The IBOC/HD Radio
exciter needs a linear unprocessed audio signal at its input. It then
provides an output to feed to the main carrier audio processor and
a second output to feed an IBOC audio processor. Because this new
exciter must be at the tower site, the user will be forced to move the
processor out of the studio. Fortunately,
most new processors offer RS -232 port
options and software to adjust them via a PC
from any remote location.

A second issue with IBOC is the ability to
transmit audio bandwidths up to 20kHz.
The standard composite and digital STLs
pass 15kHz, although we are now seeing
some manufacturers addressing this issue.

The RPU Is still alive
The typical STL system is only a one-way

path. It will channel audio and data from
yourstudiotoyourtowersite, but it cannot
get anything back. If you try to use the RS-
232 ports, you can send data out, but you
can't get the return information needed for
things such as remote monitoring and
metering of the transmitter. In the past, it
was common to use a narrow band 450MHz
data channel or even a dial up telephone
line to return the data.

Another need for a return link is for
remote broadcasts. While many remotes
are now being handled by ISDN and
POTS audio codecs, there are still those
times when it's necessary to use a RPU
system. RPUs are still valuable for the one-
time -only broadcast when it doesn't make
sense to pay the money to install a tele-
phone line. They are also convenient for
broadcasts from outside locations such
as parks or beaches, or other areas where
it isn't possible to easily install a tele-
phone line. Low power,portable transmit-
ters are also a great way to get audio out
of a large building, such as a shopping
mall, convention center or even a court-
room where it can be received by a re-
mote vehicle that can then repeat the
signal back to the studio. While their use
has decreased, the RPU will still be around
in some capacity for many years to come.

To get a better coverage area for an RPU
system, many stations locate the receiverat
the tower site to gain the extra height for the
antenna. This leaves the challenge of
getting the audio back to the studio,though.
Typically a repeater is used to relay the
audio back to the studio site, but th is ties up

The uncompressed cigital STLs deliver digital quality without the
artifacts of audio coding.

DPA TYPE 4 0 4 1 -S MICROPHONE

The Type 4041-S is

an omnidirectional microphone

with transparency and sensitivity prDduc-

ing a performance of startling reality and clarity.

The 4041-S uses the 1 in. (24 mm) Modular Microphone

Cartridge MMC4041 with the totally -ransparent MMP4000-S
Solid State Preamplifier. The cartricge MMC4041 can be unscrewed

from the preamplifier allowing for the exchange of the preamplifier
module. The frequency response from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with a 4-6 dB soft

boost at 8 kHz matches the highly acclaimed Type 4040 Hybrid
Microphone. The 4041-S is powered via the standard HMA4000
Microphone Amplifier (as an added option), a system that offers a totally

transparent audio path w th an exceptionally

low noise floor of maxirrum 7 dB (A) and a

SPL handling capability of 144 dB SPL peak.

D
MICROPHONES
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more channels and provides yet an addition-
al area prone to interference.

The next level
If a station's needs include a data return

channel or RPU repeaters, consider looking
at a bi-directional STL system. These typical-
ly come in the form of a rack mount chassis
with a variety of plug-in modules to custom-
ize the system to an individual's needs.There
are several choices in audio cards alone,
and the user can send audio channels in
either direction, and choose bandwidths
ranging from 7.5kHz to 20kHz. The user can select
analog or AES-3 digital inputs, and choose to stay
linear or incorporate data compression if more

Quadrature amplitude modulation has made it possible to send
four linear digital audio channels over conventional STL paths
and frequency spacings.

Transmitter

.1111111.

I.,'

I xiolision

PI_ on
Office LAN

Fi ;me 1. T-1 systems provide a great deal of bandwidth to use for more
than just program and contributed audio.

audio channels are needed. One possible configuration might be
to use a high -quality linear audio module to send the program
audio to the tower site, and use multiple lower bandwidth audio
channels to return the RPU audio channels back to the studio.
Include a 15kHz return link to the studio and install a back-up
satellite dish and receiver at the tower site for emergencies.

Be creative with the system, too. Add a LAN module and take a
computer to the towersite. Thiswill allow direct access to the office
network files, e-mail and Internet access without monthly connec-
tion fees. Every engineer has taken a trip to the tower site, only to
get a call from the sales or business office with a computer problem
the second he walks into the transmitter building. Now he can log
on and take care of problems without driving back to the studio.
Connect a camera to the PC and send security video over the
Internet connection to monitor the site from anywhere. RS -232 and
RS -422 ports can be added, which work bi-directionally and offer
a solid connection to the transmitter remote control system or to to

Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricating
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a 10 -year warranty.
Our complete one -stop -

shop includes installation,
turnkey pre wiring,
switches and
components,conference
rooms, reception desks, and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
techniques, and a clear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace
tailored to your budget.

WBI,A
Purdue Ur iversity

Touch Sensiti ie Switches & Keyboards

TEL: 623-780-0045

FAX: 623-780-9860

mager@magersystems.com
www.ma ersystems.com

r we r more information

MSI

introduces
our new

and winning
giband Choice"

furniture. Our
modular in stock
furniture boasts

unsurpassed quality
for the economical

budget with a 10 -year
limited warranty.

See details on
our website.
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digital link in the RPU band.

to an RDS encoder. When IBOC forces the
station to relocate the audio processing to
the tower sites, use these data ports to
adjust the audio from the PC on a desk in
the office.

To save money on monthly expenses,
add a telco module to the chassis, then
install an extension on the office PBX
system at the tower site. Calls can be
directly transferred from the receptionist
to the tower site. Install another extension
to add a fax machine at the tower site and
take advantage of the group long distance
rates that the office receives. Eliminate
telephone service at the transmitter site,
which might be important for towers in
remote locations where telephone ser-
vice might not otherwise be available.
Figure 1 shows just how versatile these
types of systems can be.

Avoiding T-1 costs
The downside to these bi-directional

STL systems is that they won't operate
on a standard 950MHz channel alloca-
tion. The most common method is to
use a T-1 phone line to connect the two
ends. Unfortunately,the monthly fees for
these lines could make this idea cost
prohibitive. In some locations, a remote
tower site may not have telephone ser-
vice available.

There is an answer to this problem. Data
and audio multiplexers can be connect-
ed together via a spread spectrum RF link.
These are available in two bands, a 2.4GHz
band, which gives the equivalent band-
width of a single 1-1 line, or in a 5.8GHz
band, which will double that capacity to
the equivalent of twoT-1 circuits. Because
these channels are not licensed, it is in the
station's best interest to do whatever is
possible to protect the station from inter-
ference. Use a high gain, highly directional
antenna and install it as high as necessary
for a clear line -of -sight path, but not any
higher. These antennas are so tight that
they can operate at distances as far as 30
miles with excellent rejection of other
signals. Spread spectrum is being used
successfully in many locations across

the country, however if you still are con-
cerned about interference, keep the old
950MHz STL channel in operation as a back-
up link to the tower.

With IBOC on the way,think ahead and make
choices wisely. While a bi-directional system
may look expensive, consider all of the other
components it will be replacing and it is really
a bargain.

Fluker is director of engineering for the Cox
Radio stations in Orlando.
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Satellite Technoloffit

Downlinks and antennas
By Conrad Trautmann, CPBE

Relative locations
for several commonly
accessed satellites.

s a radio eni i neer, you probably have had
some experience with satellite reception.
In the United States most of the radio net-
works are on tke radio commu nity satellite,
currently call et AMC -8. General Electric,
who used to operate GE -8, sold the satellite
division to SES-Americom. The radio net-
works that operate a carrier on AMC -8
include Westwood One, ABC, Premiere,
Clear Channel/NSN, Jones, Learfield Corn-
munications,WITF Radio Pennsylvania,Pen-

insu la Communications, Morris Com-
munications and Waitt Radio.

The advantage to being on
the same satellite, operat-

ing in thesame polarity
(all are vertically po-
larized on odd tran-
sponders) is that

only one dish and
asingle LNBare
required for

most networks.
While AMC -8

sees the bulk of the
radio activity, other

satellites that carry
programming, mostly

for regional, state or
sports networks, include

Clear Channel's AMC -1, AMC -2,
AMC -4 and PAS -8 and NPR's Galaxy IVR.

C -band (3,700MHz to 4,200MHz) is used
for the national networks because of the
robust reception. Direct TV or Dish Net-
work users know what rain fade can do to
a signal. C -band is less prone to fading due
to bad weather because it is lower in fre-
quency than Ku and uses a larger dish. Ku -
band frequencies are about 10,900MHz to
12,750MHz, with DBS using 11,750MHz to
12,500MHz.

Downlink equipment includes a dish,
LNB and cable run to a receiver or multiple
receivers with audio and data ports to feed
the equipment.

The equipment
First,let's look at the antenna.The FCC has

allowed satellite operators to put satellites

in the sky every two degrees. If your dish is not two -degree
compliant, you may receive interference from an adjacent
satellite. To get enough signal for minimum fading, use a
3.2 meter or larger solid -core dish for AMC -8 reception. The
SES-Americom website at wwwses-americom.com is an
excellent resource for information to line up a dish, includ-
ing a tool to determine azimuth and elevation based on a
Zip code. AMC -8 is low on the horizon from the East Coast,
so you must be clear of buildings or trees.

If a dish is placed on top of a building or in a higher
location to obtain a clear line of sight, be aware of any
terrestrial microwave paths that operate in the 4GHz range
that could potentially interfere with reception. Conduct a
frequency search to be sure. Comsearch is one company
that can provide this service. Once you've cleared the
downlink site, it is possible to file with the FCC to protect the
downlink, in the event another applicant wants to install a
terrestrial microwave path or uplink nearby, after the dish
has been installed.

Think inside the box
Are you peaking you r d ish when the satellite is in the center

of the box? Geostationary satellites fly in a figure -eight
pattern in the sky. When aligning a dish, do so when the
satellite isat the centerof that figure eight.This is called center
of the box, and the satellite owner's website lists when the
satellite is at that point. If aligned when the satellite is at the
far end of the figure eight, it is possible to get a significant drop
in signal strength when it reaches the other side.

Don't use the receiver to align the dish. With the latest
digital receivers, it can take 30 seconds or more for the
receiver to acquire a signal. It is better to align a dish with
a spectrum analyzer. If you don't own one, find someone
at the local TV station or cable company who will let you
borrow one. You can also rent one if necessary. Another
option is to hire a local satellite installation company. Many
carry accurate signal meters. If using a spectrum analyzer
to line up the dish, contact the operator of the satellite for
a printout of the satellite carrier pattern. They can tell you
what pattern to look for.

One more option is to purchase a lower -cost test device.
Similar to a spectrum analyzer but designed to operate in
the 920MHz to 2,150MHz range. Emitor makes a unit called
the Satlook Digital. This unit can download the carrier
pattern for the satellite and alert you when the dish is
aligned properly.

Specify an LNBthat has a phase -locked loop (PLL). Older
video LNBs will will pick up a signal, but the digital receiver
will not lock and drop out every few seconds. A good LNB
with low noise teJnperature will make a big difference in
how well the receiver will work. Find the lowest noise
temperature possible for best performance.
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Join us at the Radio Luncheon
on

Tuesday.
April 8 for the induction ofScott Shannon. Air PersonalityPProgram Director.

WPLJ. intothe NAB Broadcasting
Haii of Fame.

SEE ONE OF COMEDY'S

BEST - IV!
NAB Opeaing

Celebration

with Bill Cosby

Sunday,
April 6, 2003

The Bellagio
Hotel and Casino

Patel requvred

and say

egister for NAB21,1_
..:..

- ...
, , 2003 and save

to 5200

off the regular price. Packages
start at S395. For

details and up-to-the-minute
information,

visit

www.nab.org/convenbonsmab2003

You gotta network. You gotta learn. You gotta see. You gotta NAB.

Let's face it, time is money - now more than ever. For the most
comprehensive electronic media industry experience available, you'd be
wise to invest yom time in an event with global returns.

NAB2003 is the only truly worldwide event for electronic media, offer ng
professional networking opportunities with industry leaders from more
than 137 different countries. The Radio Management Conference is
guaranteed to leave you with the wisdom you need to succeed well into the
future. And there's no bigger or more complete showcase of broadcast
and multimedia products on the planet.

Make plans to attend NAB2003. The World's Largest Electronic Media
Show and the Radio Opening Reception on Sunda, April 6. Because if
you wanna know, You Gotta Go!

NAB
THE WORLD'S LARGEST

ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW
April 5-10, 2003  Las Vegas, NV

Conferences: April 5-10, 2003  Exhibits: April 7-10  www.nab.org/conventions/nab2003



Satellite Technology

Most networks use Starguide receivers.
Other receiver types include Comstream,
Wegener -international Datacasting and ICP

Westwood One transmits a Starguide II
signal, which any Starguide II and many
Starguide Ills will receive. ABC, Premiere
and Jones use Starguide III transmission,
which can only be received by a Starguide
III receiver. Because these receivers can
only receive one network at a time, many
radio stations have multiple receivers. It is
not recommended to use one receiver to
pick up multiple networks because the
programming done at the network head -

end is lost each time the carrier or provider
is changed.

When connecting more than one rec-
eiver to the dish, only one receiver should
power the LNB. Splitters are available that
will pass voltage on only one and block the

_ _ dc on the others. Only use
passive splitters. Ampli-

fied splitters can intro-
ed

11

si
' 1 .  4

( ourfesv of Pali -sot Antenna System.

Specify a phase -
locked -loop LNB with a
low noise temperature.

11,000

duce phase distortion or possibly overload the receiver.
The downconverted L -band signal from the LNB can be

connected via RG-6 for long runs or RG-59 for short runs.
Avoid in -line booster amplifiers; they can overload the
front end of the Starguide receiver and degrade the signal.
Sometimes the receiver may see too much signal even
without an amplifier,requiring an inline pad to be inserted
before the receiver.

A great utility program written by Kirk Wesley to test a
Starguide receiver is found on the Radio magazine website
in the Engineer's Notebook section. The software was
designed as a relay logger, but it will also display bit rate
errors and signal strength.

The Starguide signal meter displays EB and AG values. EB,
short for Eb/No, is a ratio of energy -per -bit to spectral -noise
density; basically a signal-to-noise reading for a digital
transmission system. Generally,the higher the EB the better
the quality of the signal. AG is an abbreviation for automatic
gain control. The better the AG,the lower this reading. You
can only compare these readings between receivers using
the same version of software. If the versions are different,
the readings can vary due to different components used
in later versions of the hardware. Don't worry about
different signal readings from one receiver to the next. As
long as the EB is above 4.5 and the AG is between 130-192,
the receiver should work fine.

Trautmann is senior vice president of engineering for Westwood
One Radh Networks, ,N'etv York.

Ap ONE Or THE MOST POPULAR
CONSOLES E VW!!!

NOW ONLY

For more detailed information visit us at www.arrakis-systems.com or call (970) 461-0730
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Field Report

Syntrillium Cool Edit Pro 2.0

row-
ool Edit Pro has two main parts: the waveform editor and
the rnulti-track arranger. Use the waveform editor to load
and recor More than 20 file formats are sup -

Pon .wav and MP3. More than 45 DSP effects

ca ed to a sound file. In addition, mastering,
analysis tools and audio restoration features are available.

Once an individual track has been edited, the usersends
it to the multi -track arranger. There, real-time effects such
as the QuickVerb, the Dynamic EQ or the
Doppler Shifter-all of which are new to this
version of Cool Edit Pro-can be applied to
any of the tracks. Set the envelope volume and
pan setting by clicking and dragging on the
waveform.The sample can be split intoseveral
parts, and each piece can be resized by click-
ing on the left or right edge of the envelope.

Each of the DSP effects has easy -to -use
presets. Individual adjustment of the preset
parameters is also easy. In addition ,there are
settings for room size, correlation and reflec-
tion settings. The effects alone are impres-
sive. Other possibilities include vocal -track
elimination by using the channel mixer,a hard
limiter for loud audio punch and an FFT filter
for a telephone -style bandpass or hiss re-
duction.With 45 DSP effects,Cool Edit Pro
has the options to create professional
audio production.

Under the hood
The specifications to the audio perfor-

mance are impressive. Its 32 -bit internal processing and

Syntrillium Software

P

F

w
E

888-941-7100

480-941-8170

www.syntrillium.com

sales@syntrillium.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -
qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consult-
ing company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results
of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

By Joshua Hall

data rates up to 24-bit/192kHz and higher
providing exceptional audio. Direct -X plug-
in support, CD ripping, loop -based song
creation including session tempo and key
matching, and even video (.avi) soundtrack
editing are all standard.

I experienced a few graphical errors,
which were related to my sound card and

Performance at a glance

24-bit/96kHz capability

Sc-ipting and batch processing

Multiple file -format supprt

Multiple presets for each effect

Fu I undo capabilities

149I -time effects

Looping tools

The optional Red Rover provides a
hardware transport controller
through a USB interface.

nDt the soft-
ware, and Syn-

trillium is working with the card manufac-
turer to resolve this. After a month of heavy,
everyday use, it crashed once, but automat-
ically restored all my work after a reboot.

Another available option is a hardware
controller that provides transport controls.
The Red Roverconnects through a USB port
and provides unlimited access to all 128
tracks of possible audio on Cool Edit Pro.

Personally, I found the Red Rover con-
troller unnecessary, but new users may
find its friendly button layout easierto use.
The same functions can be done with a
mouse, but the Red Rover helps it feel
more like a traditional piece of produc-
tion equipment.
Hall is writer, producer and co -host for the
morning show at KMXV-FM, Kansas City.
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New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

multichannel sound card
Digigram
VX442: Part of theVX series,this sound card
is useful for pro audio production, as well
as archiving and loggingapplications.With
its 4/4 balanced line inputs and outputs,
96kHz 24 -bit converters, its low latency

architecture, and its additional stereo
AES/EBU input and output, this

product is a linear multi-
channel sound card

with analog and
AES/EBU inputs
and outputs. It

supports Windows
and Mac platforms with

a set of drivers that make it
versatile in multiple environ-

ments. The control panel provides
easy routing and digital mixing of
inputs and outputs.

703-815-9100: fax 703-875-9161

www.digigram.com: input@igigram.corn

Digital console
Wheatstone

D-4000: Based on the
technical architecture of
the D-5000, the modular
D-4000 features a stain-
less -steel meter bridge
and wrist rest, new work
surface graphics and
composite fused -finish
end caps. The console
features include: hot -
swap design, four stereo
mix buses, six true VU
meters, any mix of digital and analog inputs, AES and
balanced analog outputs, choice of master clock rates, as
many as four mix -minus outputs and 24 -bit analog -to -
digital conversion on analog inputs. This console also
provides A/B source switching with fully independent
logic and machine control mode selection on stereo
inputs, low profile drop -through counter design and mul-
tiple studio outputs with talkback interrupt.

252-638-7000: fax 252-637-1285

wvm.wheatstone.com: saleawheatstone.com

AM/FM IBOC signal generator
Broadcast Electronics
FSi-10 and ASi-10: This third -generation IBOC signal generator takes advantage of the ability of
the FX160 to accept a direct digital input and provide an analog FM and FM IBOC signal. All
operating parameters are programmable from the front -panel VGA touch screen. The generator
accepts AES-3 input and provides all signal conditioning needed for use in a high- or low-level
combined system. Its output directly feeds the FXi60 or FXi250 digital FM exciters, when fitted with
the IBOC input option card. The AM version, the ASi-10, can also act as the digital signal generator for
an AM IBOC system. The phase and amplitude output are fed directly into a solid-state AM transmitter,and with audio processinga station

is ready to begin broadcasting digital AM.
211-224-9600: fax 217-224-9601: www.bdcast.com; bdcast@bdcastcom

All-NewAutoPil*t® 2
Unleash the Power!

Broadcast Transmitter
Control Software

 Control all sites from one PC
 Wizards for easy setup
 Powerful Scripting

10

k 1  vrLco..... - II I

4. I.

  15.7n. ;Z. 417

ram

 . yr-  3-7 77

"AutoPilot 2 has not missed a
beat -- which is critical for a high
powered AM station. It's very
dependable".
Paul Reynolds, Chief Engineer

Cox Radio

"AutoPilot 2's open architecture
has really expanded our
monitoring capabilities. The
power of the scripting wizard
can't be overstated."
Jeff Kuhne, Engineer, WRPI-FM

Special Offer!!

Order now and receive
free ARC -16 5.4

firmware with your
purchase!

Firmware Features include:
 Adjustable Alarm Delays
 Adjustable Raise/Lower

Durations
 Autoload for PC Based

ARC -16 Configuration

BuRK
TECHNOLOGY

Tel: 800-255-8090
Web Site: www.burk.com

Email: sales@burk.com
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DR-IO Dial -up
REMOtE Control
Dial -up remote control
with audio interface lets
you control anything over
regular phone lines.
Interfaces with most
studio automation systems.
Control it from either a
dial -up line or external
audio path. The DR -10's
active, balanced, telco
audio output lets you do
live remotes, remote
announcement -ecording
and..much, much more!

ism" ium=ri
D5-8 DTMF
SEquEnc DEcodEr

Bridge the DS -8 across
your audio source and
get eight individually
programmable relay
outputs. Eacn closure
is activated by its own
code of one to four
digits long. Each relay
can be set up as
momemtary, latching
or interlocked with other
relays! Use the DS -8 for
decoding complex network
cues, local spot insertion
control, trans ator control, etc.

DTMF-16
DTMF DEcoder

The DTMF-16 is perfect
for interfacing networks
to your automation.
controlling remote satellite
receivers, repeaters, etc.
Ccnnect it to an audio
source and its outputs will
operate whenever there's
a tone. The compact.
light & rugged DTMF-16 can
be put almost anywhere to
provide the remote controls
that you need.

For complete information about all of our products, including downloadable tech manuals,
brochures and pricing for all of our products, visit our website at www.ciricuitwerkes.com.

CircuitWErkEs. Inc 2805 NW 6th Street. Gainesville. Florida 32609. USA. 352-335-6555

rrfSoftware, Inc,
communications solutions

352-33b-7223
www.rfsoftware.com

Visit our website for a complete
list of products and features.
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Calculate population within contours and overlaps

Analyze STLimicrcAlave paths with terrain profiler.

DA design is a snap! Includes 30.second terrain data. 3.sec available.

as PM MS
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New Products
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Analog FM
tuner/monitor

Fanfare
FT-1AP: This rack-

mount FM tuner offers
three audio outputs (hi -level and low-level unbalanced and XLR balanced), one composite output with
level adjust and BNC antenna connection. It is useful fortranslatorand repeater remotes, and offers a high
level of RF sensitivity (30µv for 50dB quieting in stereo), and first- and second -adjacent rejection (25dB
and 80dB respectively). Other features include eight presets with exclusive UNISET programming control,

wide and narrow IF band switching for
selectivity and a fluorescent green dis-

Model RFC -1/E3 Remote Facilities Controller
it's the most affordable. fully -featured transmitter remote control system available. its flexible. it's expandable. if has a
well -deserved reputation for being very reliable and it's not difficulton the eyes. what other reasons do you need?

FEATURES
transmitter control from any telephone

8-64 channels of telemetry and control

programmable control by time and date

automatic adjustments based on telemetry

optional printer and modem adapters

programmable telemetry alarms

full -featured, affordable, reliable

integrated rack panel

CD Sine Systems. visit our web site for more information on our products
nashville, tennessee  615.228,3500 voice  615,227.2393 fax-on -demand  www.sinesystems.com

xperience Exceptional Quality, Reliability and Service!
Experience Armstrong Transmitter'

Our single tube high power FM transmitters offer
you exceptional quality and affordable prices

Built for the "real world" environment. these RF
workhorses offer long term reliability and feature,J
not found in any other single tube transmitter
available.

Features include:

 1/4 Wave Grounded Grid PA.

 Fiber Optic PA Arc Detection.

 PA Temperature Protection

 Advanced Control System with remote
computer interface and auto log.

 More internal status sensors than any other
transmitter

 CD Quality Audio. fAES/EBU optionall

 Available from 15KW to 35KW. Combined
systems to 60KW

FM 30000 TX

Armstrong Transmitter... the best RF products, the best around-the -clock support,
and the best prices ... because you deserve nothing less!

A ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

4830 North Street, Marce lus, NY 13108 Web Site: armstrongtx.com
Phone. 315-673-1269 Fax: 315-673-9972 email: sales@armstrongtx.com

play. This tuner/monitor offers options
such as carrier sense to detect low or no
signal at a translator/repeater site (avail-
able 10/31/01), RS -232 Data I/O and full-
function IR remote control. The battery-

backed microprocessor returns tuning
to the exact same settings that were in
play at the time of a power failure. The
power receptacle accepts an ISE modu-
lar power cord and is fused at 0.5A. All
boards are directly replaceable and do
not require in-service alignment.

716-683-5451; fax 716-683-5421

www.fanfare.com; infosite@fanfare.com

Large diaphragm
microphone
DPA Microphones

4041-SP:This omnidirectional mic offers
more flexibility in terms of preamplifica-
tion options. With low self -noise and high
sensitivity, the mic is useful for detailed
work, such as vocals, strings and other
acoustic instruments with large dynam-
ics. This product offers a low self -noise of
8dB(A) and maximum 9dB(A), a THD
less than 0.5 percent at 120dB SPL peak.
The microphone is now available in three
versions: a unique modular design en-
ables the capsule to be unscrewed from
the preamplifier,offering options of a 48V
or 130V powered solid-state preamplifier
and a 130V tube technology preamplifier.
The solid state is chosen for the most
transparent reproduction, whereas the
tube system adds a slight musical color-
ation to the recording.

+45 4814 2828; fax +45 4814 2700

www.dpamicrophones.com; info@dpamicrophones.com
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New Products

Find the mic and

Radio magazine's arnual
Find the Mic Sweepstakes

is underway. Look for the mic icon
on selected Radio magazine covers

from 2002 and you cou d win a
NeumannTLM103,

a BehringerVX2000 from BSW
or an LPB Silent Mic Boom.

Details are in the December 2002
issue and online at berarlio.corn.

Enter today!

Audio adaptor
AudioScience
ASI5111: The AS15111
vides one stereo analog
and digital input,
one stereo ana-
log and digital
output, a micro-
phone input, two
record streams and
four play streams. Audio
formats include 8, 16 and
32 -bit PCM. Analog and digital
interfaces are standard on the "
adapterThe analog interface is bal-
anced and uses 24 -bit over sampling
converters to deliver more than 100dB
of dynamic range with THD+N better than
sample rates from 32kHz to 96kHzThe digital interface can
be software configured for AES/EBU or S/PDIF operation.
The balanced microphone input works with professional
studio microphones requiring +48V phantom power Gain
is adjustable via software up to 60dB. Processing effects

302-324-5333; fax 302-738-9434

www.audioscience.com: salexamiociance.cam

0.0025% at

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-389

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Now available with optional built in character generator which
can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimu:a gorman-redlich.com

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radim, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.

is
CD

:5 
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWAF E

Longle) -Rice over 3-D Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longle -

Rice, PTP, FCC, Okumura & other
models using polygon map features

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain databases and more!

VaSrefarirrilM1WVireiN1
Isroadrast Comniumkations Software
nd Engineering Consulting

oft
800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com(147)4174676

EM1925 I EM1930 I EM1936
19' MODULAR EQUIPMENT RACKS

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

Bas'c rack can be used where Abe panels or doors are not required

Side panel and doors are easily installed or removed without the use of
loots

Doors can be mounted front or rear left or right and can be fitted WO
10C1C1

MOUntog angles for equipment panels may be positioned for Hush or
recess mounting at front or mar

Two 0/ more racks may be Weed together for perfectly -aligned multiple
nstallationS

OPTIONAL

ACCESSORIES

Aborting Angles
Front/Rear Door
Side Panels
Top Corer

A C Receptacle
Plug Mob

Cable Leong Bar
Copper Ground Bar

Casters

SIZES
RACK

DEPTH HEIGHT' WIDTH UNITS
EM 1925-44 25112 8214' 1918' 44
EM 1930-44 30' 821St' 19118' 44
EM 1938-44 36' 821/' 191/8' 44
'Non Standard Racks can be ordered in any height

RAM

PRICE

$30600
8354 00
5510 00

BROADCAST MANUFACTURING. INC

US WNW* ramsyscom core CANADA

(705)722-4426

\\A ogvNbo)

Professional Audio & Video Cabling Products

WireLUX Line of Award Winning Cables
The "Incredible 1 Second Strip" Cables

[01.2000
SX,II) I -ROC UC
CF THE YEARttttt

The Ultimate Microphone Cable

Z-7

The Ideal Color -Coded Installation Cable

Luxurious Multi -Channel Cable

Wireworks Corporation
380 Hillside Avenue
Hillside, NJ 07205
1-800-642-9473

www.wireworks.com

ask your supplier or visit
www.danagger.com

pat pend 888 89 AUDIO (888 892 8346)

THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

The latest radio technology
headlines delivered to you via

e-mail every week.

 This Week in History
 Information from the Radio calendar
 Conference and convention schedules

The Radio e-mail newsletter offers an
easy -to -read format that links to the
complete stories.

Subscribe to the
e-mail newsletter online at

www. berad io.com.
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'Bay Country
6 -BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast

Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return gua-antee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 410-335-3136  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: baycountry@pcbank.net

Unlock the secret to
successful advertising
continuity is the key.
Inquire today about

frequency discounts.

...PS I BOC ???
Hey...want to know a secret?

Propagation Systems, Inc.
In Band On Channel Digital Antenna Systems..

Are you ready? We are!!!
Quality Broadcast Antennas For the Digital Future.

FHR & FMR Series

EXCELLENT Bandwidth, Circular Polarization, Center Fed
Copper and marine Quality brass, EXTRA Welded TIG
Construction delivers many years of SOLID SERVICE.
The entire antenna system including the feeds are pressurized
for all weather service and performance. When you're ready,
We are. Contact us for all the details and GREAT prices.

Propagation Systems, Inc.

Corporate offices
719 Pensacola Road
Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
Tel: 814-472-5540
Fax: 814-472-5675

Texas Sales Office
1501 N. Main Ste. D
Cleburne, TX 76033 USA
Tel: 817-645-1700
Fax: 817-202-0600

Email: sales@psibroadcast.com
Web site: www.psibroadcast.com

RF PARTST"
COMPANY

 Broadcast  Industrial
Communications

 Transistors
 Capacitors
 Rectifiers
 Modules
 Gasfets
 Coax
 Tubes

2002
Catalog

now available

Eirr.ac  Taylor  RFP  Svetlana
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Toshiba  SGS/Thomson  Mitsubishi
Se Habla Espanol  We Export

800-737-2787
760-744-0700 800-737-2787

Fax: 760-744-1943
mail: rfp@rfparts.com

www.rfparts.com

The BUDGET CRUNCHER SYSTEMS

ARE AT SPACEWISE

rdgPr:__Arm,
COMPARE OLALITY A PRICE?

DELUX AS SHOWN $4450! RADIAL AS SHOWN $4950!

FULL SIZED QUALITY WOOD SHOP FURNITURE, LARGE 'V' SYSTEMS HAVE UP TOE RACKS
1 1/2- THICK pLyw000 & WOOD BULLNOSED TOPM QUALITY COMPONENTS USED THROUGHTOUT,

AFFORDABLY CUSTOMIZED TO FIT YOUR NEEDS, EURO HINGED REMOVABLE ACCESS DOORS,
PRE ASSEMBLED STURDY BASE COMPONEN-S1 INTEGRAL PASSIVE VENTILATION SYSTEMS'

Averdges.stemssf rprn5-8bulltcomponents'

SPACEWISE PREMIUM systems set a good
foLndation for your next studio buildout!

-,---..., DOS MANY SATISFIED USERS ALLTALK
OF THESE PREMIUM SYSTEMS!

.ft

CALL FOR PRICING! AS SHOWN S4495,

Ourpg,FMn imps Ai :mMS AND Al I MI ii systems await your design requirements!

PLYWOOD construction laminated tips and exteriors and oiled wood inside?
Your choice of oak, maple, & walnut oiled woods in bullnosing, trim and kicks!
We use high quality HPL laminates with 100% customer selected color choice!

Integral cable passage handling and ventilation system!
Designing by a 25 year radio veteran broadcast engineer?

QUALITY BROADCAST FURNITJRE SYSTEMS FOR EVERY BUDGET!

SPACEWISE® CALL US TODAY AT 800-775-3660
WEB spacewlse.com E-MAIL spacewiseeqwestnet.
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Transcom Corporation
Am 5 Fm Transmitters

Visit our new internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Send your email request to: transcomWmamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS

300W 1988 Harris FM 300K.
Solid State

600W NewAmplifier
2.5KW 1980 Harris FM 2.5K

2.5KW 1978 Collins 831D2

3/5KW 1982 CSI FM3000E

10KW 1974 Harris FM1OH/K

15KW 1980 McMartin 8E15,000

25KW 1987 Harris FM 25K-1
25KW 1980 CSI T -25-F

50KW 1982 Harris Combiner w/
auto Exciter -transmitter switcher

NEW TV -VHF
10 watt 500 watt
100 watt 1,000 watt
250 watt

NEW TV - UHF
10 watt 500 watt
100 watt 1,000 watt
250 watt

P.O. Box 26744, Elk
800-441-8454 (215 -938 -

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
2.5KW 1996 Gates 2
5KW 1978 Harris MW5
5/10KW 1982 Continental 316F
10KW 1982 Harris DX10
50KW 1982 Continental 317C2
'50KW 1997 Nautel NO50
'50KW 1986 Nautel Amplet 50

USED EXCITERS
BE FX30
New 30 watt synthesized

USED MISC. E2IIPMENT
Potomac Ins. M51 Audio Anyl. (new)

Moseley TRC-15 Remote w/Hallikainen

Dielectric 4 Port Motorized Switch

Technics SH9010 Equalizer

SCA Generator (MX -15 Module)

Optimod 8100A (cards 3 thru 5 only)

Dummy Load 80kw air cooled

ins Park, PA 19027
7304) Fax 215-938-7361

INTRoDUCING

THE f fe. MODEL FTA-100P

AM/FM MONITOR
sIRANSZATOR RECEIVER

V (NEST C-OLIAM ." CIRCUITRY

V HEAVILY SHIELDED, SMI ARCHITECTURE

V HIGH SENSITIVITY + HIGH SELECTIVITY

V LOW NOISE FLOOR (-SODS  rynrck)

V REFERENCE QUALITY AUDIO FOR ACCURATE "OFFAIR"

"CARRIER SENSE" + ADJ. "COMPOSITE 0/P'

V UPGRADE PATH TO NEW "FANFARE/OMEGA" TECHNOLOGY

V AGILE TUNING W/ 8 PROGRAMMABLE PRESETS

+6D8 XLR BALANCED OUTPUTS (0D8600°

FOR FM'S, THERE'S THE FANFARE 'FM-ONIY' MONITOR

vlfci pte. FM
PO 80% 455, BUFFALO NY 14225

716-683-5451- FAX 716-683-5421

tcV Of fANIARI fl[CIPONICS ETD

1 -800 -26 -TUNER
u.s. (268-8637)

Need more info'? FAX, or write:
-pnnuliYafaniare.c.om'',
or visit our website at

MOORETRONIX

Our client list continues to grow.
We would like to Thank -You

for your confidence and your
purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
S60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX,

ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment.... sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

if light-if/ha strikes Oil your
tower are causing

evOmeht a'aihage old /ost-
Alt P./he - thecost ofa

stat/-Cat system may be
recovered difthrg your first

ligiftwiffg season

www.cortanacorporation.corn

Of °RI)"LE RUGGED
LIGHTNING

PROTECTION

The Otati-Cat
LightehgPrevehtlor gystemi

provides a continuous, low -resistance discharge path for
the static electric charge on tall structures. DISSIPATION
POINTS ARE 1/8" STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

Cor7iTilia
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337
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Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture
-

: 610-

32 Pennsylvania Aven

Malvem, PA 19355

0-1229  FAX: 610-296-3402
email:saleskstudiotechnology.corn

www.studiatechnology.com

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Catalog #612
November 2002 - February 20( 3

SEMICONDUCTORS

PASSIVES

ELECTROMECHANICAL

TEST I TOOLS / SUPPLIES

MOUSERELECTRONICS tii
www.mouser.com (800) 346-6873

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

01&41fik.:Iargrat

1.7 r: r2 111,r*

' *  * *  *  &A

11110,11

800.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com

, 41111'
;44

One Strike and

Protect YoLr Investment
Eta® 812-925-6000
7;77 Gardner Road
Chandles, IN 47610

vww.EIR I inc.com
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EAS MONITORING
YAGI ANTENNAS

WEATHER CHANNEL
FREQUENCIES 162.0? MHZ

FM FREQUENCIES
88 TO 108 MHZ

ALL FREQUENCIES FROM 88
TO 1000 MHZ AVAILABLE

SAMCO ANTENNAS, INC
(817)-336-4351

www.samcoantennas.com
email:samyagi@flash.net

4CW20,000A1 $2750.00
4CX35,0000 (USED) $2.500.00
9019/C130 $2.50000

4CW150.000E $10,000.00
GE SL -35391 $50000

JENNINGSCAPAMORS

CVCJ-1000-3S (7-1000PF 3KV) $500.00
CVCD-1000-3N794 (10-1000PF 3KV) $650.00
CVCD-2000-5S (20-2000PF 5KV) $650.00
CVDD-300-7 5N611 (10-300PF 7 5KV) $500.00
CVDD-500-7 55 (20-500PF 7 5KV) $500.00
CVEC-4000-10N764(100-4000PF 10KV) $1000.00

(100-1500PF 20KV) $1,950.00
CVHP-650-45S (30-650PF 45KV USED) $1000.00

FIXED

CVT1-216-0120(216PF 20KV) $450.03
CVT2-44-0135(44PF 35KV) $750.00
CTV2- 122-0135( 122PF 35KV) s750.00
CTV2-160-0135(160PF 35KV) $750.00
CVT2-41-0150(41PF 50KV USED) tocaoo
CTV2-160-01513(160PF 50KV) $1000.00
CFED-150-20S(150PF 20KV) $45000
CFHG-16.3-30N782(16.3PF 30KV) $600.03

VACUUM SWITCH
RF23-D2654(N 0. AIR OPERATED) RP233X4515004M00(26.5VDC)

ACE ELECTRONIC PARTS 3210 ANTOINE DR. HOUSTON, TEXAS 77092
PH 713-688-8114FAX 713-688-7167  www.ace4parts.com  craig@ace4parts.com

Nexus Broadcas
Quality Equipment, Low Price
Frequency Agile - Digitally Synthesized
Temperature & VSWR Protected
120 - 220 volts - Front Panel Controls
Stereo Generator/Processor (Optional)
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty
20 W Exciter $850 100 W Exciter $1795
250 W Exciter $2995 100 W Amp. $ 995
250 W Amp. $1795 500 W Amp. $3955
1KW Transmitter $5995 1KW Amp. $5495

Order Toll Free 800-219-7461
www.nexusbroadcastcom
P.O. Box 433 - Mt. Vernon, TX 75457

AM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

AUDIOARTS
Broadcast Equipment
Customized Automation Systems
Complete Systems Integration
Quality Pre -Owned Equipment
Pre -Wiring Packages
Complete Engineering Services

Your Ultimate Soluti

Lightner Electronics
(814) 239-8323
Toll Free: E66-239-3888
www.LightnerElectronics.com 0 t4

EZ RAZE ANTENNA MAST

Knocked Down Height: 44
Erectable Height: 10 to 40 ft.
Weight: 58 Iblie

EZ setup: one man - 5 minutes.
Adjustable tripod allows rapid
deployment on level or uneven
terrain, roof tops, or stairways.

This ruggedly dependable. easily
transportable, Omni Directional
Mast is currently being used by
the United States Armed Forces.
Great for disaster preparedness.

Old Stone Inc.
8005384977 or 434.685.2924
www.oldstoneinc.com
Visa. MasterCard. and American Express accepted
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FM FREQUENCY SEARCH - $250

FCC FM APPLICATIONS - $1350

Amendments 61 Upgrades

Field Work Site Construction

New Allotments Petitions

Duopoloy Studies Maps

MBC Consulting
00-219-7461

maim bcradio.org engineer@mbcradio.oll

NEW YORK ISDN STUDIO
Designed for talk raaio
Hosts  Guests  Reporters

Convenient location
Reasonable rates
Great sound
Expert engineers
Good attitude

Originate from Manhattan!
Production Services avai able for editing, remotes,

and guests (booking, accomodations, cars)
Clients include WSB, lalkAmerica, NPR, BBC

See our studio and equipment at
www.radioart.org/studio

For more information ccntact Larry Josephson at
The New York Studio"'

a service of The r% FOundatl,

212-595-1837 * larry@radioart.org

Radio Classified
Professional Services For Sale

4006

.. BELT LINE

L-1 SUITE 160

ADDISON

LIXAS

i 75001
972/6615222
"virtdg (cm

Puss BERGER

RICOMMG AND RECKKAST WIWI DESIGN

ARCHDFCIINI/INTEMORS 05 ALOUS11CM SPACES

ROOM MOUSIKS AND SOUND ISOLATION

 Noe A C 91BW1% (ONTO

DESIGN GROUP

Structural Analysis

/Cm
Electronics Research, Inc

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www. ERlinc corn

PROA,

So
0

rxx
cr STRUCTURAL

ANALYSIS

ER incorporated
Sun

4 REINf °

Applied Wifeless, Inc
... providing nations

Po Box 926

1
New Market. MD 2177.:

Appliedwirele tel.: 301 865 1C11
lax.: 301 865 4422

Kevin McNamara emall:kemmcCapoller1wIrelessinc cor,
President & CEO www appliedvArelessinc corn

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, '.'ieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, 01-1 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

AcousticsFirst
Toll-Free 888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Help Wanted

Publications

WWW.RADIOSHOPPER.COM

New & Used Equipment
Engineering & Web Links
Publications & Catalogs

Parts & Services

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING

Entercom Buffalo LLC is seeking a proven leader in technical operations for its
brand new multi -station facility. Duties and responsibilities include:

Maintaining station FCC legal operations
Oversee and perform transmitter maintenance with on -call duties.
Oversee technical and operational aspects of remote broadcasts.
Be capable of preforming and supervising preventative maintenance on all
equipment associated with the operations.
Strong computer skills.
Demonstrate excellent people skills and be knowledgeable with respect to basic
supervisory responsibilities of the technical department.
Budget management.
Develop and maintain effective working relationship with technical department
and other market departments.

Send resume and salary requirements to: Greg Ried, VP/General Manager,
Entercom Buffalo LLC. 500 Corporate Pkwy. - Suite 200, Buffalo. NY 14226. EOE
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E-mail: sbell@primediabusiness.com
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Sr. Vice President,
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Westwood One Radio
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Trautmarrn oversees
radio engineering for
Westwood One, which

includes Westwood One Radio Network and Metro/
ShadowTraffic. He also manages operations for the
New York and Washington, DC, network opera-
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Sinn Off

Shaping radio today and tomorrow
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?

This console debuted at the 74th AES Convention in New
York, Oct 8-12, 1983.

The A-300 broadcast console was de-
signed to set new standards in on -air con-
soles for performance, function and design.
Features included total logic control, three -
bank lighted source selector and Program
and Audition output assign switches, long -
throw conductive plastic faders, electronic
or transformer -balanced inputs and out-
puts, and total modular construction in any
size mainframe you require.

Station engineers were said to appreci-
ate the Hall Effect on/off switches, easy

Sample and Hold
A look at the technology shaping radio

Satellite Radio
Subscriber Projections

Source: 2002 Kagan World M...11.1

installation interface and serviceability, gold contact connec-
tots and rock -solid construction. Announcers liked the
smooth feeling controls, lighted switches and automatic logic
control system, and management loved the A -300's lasting
quality and price.

The Wheatstone A-300 broadcast console was intro-
duced in the Fall of 1983 and debuted at the 7415 AES
Convention in New York, Oct. 8-12, 1983. The original
literature stated that the console was designed"to set new
standards in on -air consoles for performance, function
and design." Its features included total logic control,three-
bank lighted source selector and Program and Audition
output assign switches, long -throw conductive plastic
faders and electronic or transformer -balanced inputs
and outputs. The console was completely modular in
construction, and it was available any size mainframe.

Electronically, the A-300 featured Hall Effect on/off swit-
ches, gold contact connectors, lighted switches and auto-
matic logic control system.

The A-300 was succeeded by the A-500.

That was then
In the January 1994 issue of Radio

magazine we reported that Amati and
AT&Tsuccessfully tested their in -band
on -channel DAB format over the air at
WPRB-FM in Princeton, NJ. The system performed well
despite crowded spectrum conditions and ice storms

during the test period.
WPRB was chosen for its
proximity to AT&T's de-
velopment facility in Mur-
ray Hill, NJ, and its worst -
case spectrum position,
with relatively strong sig-
nals in both of its first -
adjacent channels.

Similar to previous IBOC-
FM tests, a separate low -
power, linear RF amplifier
was used as a transmitter
forthe digital signalits high

level combined with WPRB's existing analog FM transmit-
ter's output and fed to a common antenna. However, these
tests also noted surprisingly successful results when the
station's FM transmitter was used for the analog FM and
digital signals in a low-level combined operation. Success-
ful reception was possible in this mode with the FM trans-
mitter running up to about half its rated power. The ground-
ed -grid design of the 10kW FM transmitter used at WPRB may
have contributed to this unexpected result, according to
Amati engineers.
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D-8000
"

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY! WHEATSTONE'S fourth
generation digital console has what you need: dual -domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; built-
in router integration with 8 -character &splays; a choice of fea-
tures like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control and
event memory/recall-all without the aid of an external computer.
The D-8000 is an all -modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclusive
VDIP setup software, letting you easily configure individual
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact
Wheatstone-the digital audio people!

sales@wheatstone co
tel 252-638-7000

ww.wheotstone.corn
copyright C 2009 ty Wheatstone Corporation
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ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL!
THAT'S RIGHT- ONE DUPLEX FIBEROPTIC LINK OR A SINGLE CAT -5 WIRE = 64 chc.inels

of simultaneous bi-directional digital audio, intercage communication, logic signals, X -Y
controller commands, plus auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
between ,your studio and central rackroom can save you thousands-I not TENS of
thousands-of feet of wire in a typical installation!

THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER can start small with a
single cage and only a few cards, or fully populated units can be stacked to form
larger systems. Wheatstone's STAR TOPOLOGY ARCHITECTLRE lets you connect multiple
locations to your central rack room, providing shared resources for al, yet still permitting
independently functioning studios, each with its own combination of plJg-in modules
specifically suited for a select set of gear.

SIGNALS ARE ROUTED entirely in the digital domain.
sample rate converters on each input, freeing you from
sample rates throughout your facility. A family of plug-in
makes installation easy, letting you mix varied signal
standards all within the same cage. WHEATSTONE'S intuitive
setup software handles system configuration, matrix selection
sets. All systems interface directly with Wheatstone conso'es
source selection and display.

THE BRIDGE
DIGITAL AUDIO

NETWORK ROUTER

r)
fel 252-638-7000/sols@wheoitstone.corn /wwvv.wheafstone.corn

All AES cards have
worry about varying
connector modules
technologies and

graphic based
and salt' a pre-

for sec mless


